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Objective
The purpose of this document is to layout the plan of action in the event of an emergency. The
individual Member Town is ultimately responsible for all necessary repairs or actions as a result
of an event. This would include the securing of cleanup services, construction, restoration, and
any other services or good necessary to stabilize and correct the situation. All restoration efforts
must be directed by the Member Town and follow all applicable rules and regulations.
The Joint Insurance Fund will work closely with the member towns to coordinate payment,
assuming the event is a covered event.
The Member Town is ultimately responsible for the tracking and awarding of all contracts
associated with restoration efforts. The Joint Insurance Fund is not in the business of directing
restoration efforts for restoration. The Joint Insurance Fund is there to provide insurance coverage.

How to Deal with the Aftermath of Emergencies
Declare the Emergency
There are two types of emergencies that may be declared as a result of an unanticipated event.
1. Emergency Appropriation: This is the action of the governing body that will allow the
Member Town to amend their budget to be able to charge necessary expenses against the
budget.
2. Emergency Procurement: This is the action of the governing body that will allow the
Member Town to make emergency purchases for goods and services so long as the member
town finds that the public’s health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of
goods or the performance of services. This will permit the Member Town to make
emergency purchases in excess of the bid threshold without the need to go out to bid.
It should be emphasized that the Emergency Procurement process and the need for an
Emergency Appropriation are two different actions that don’t necessarily need to have both done.
The Emergency Procurement is done to access goods and services outside the bidding process
when there is an emergent condition.
The Emergency Appropriation is the step needed to make sure that funds are available and that
the budgetary process is properly followed. Failure to amend your budget may result in violation
to the Local Budget Laws.
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Accounting for the Emergency
Emergency Appropriations
As permitted under NJS 40A:4-46, local governments may make emergency appropriations, after
adoption of the annual budget, for purposes unforeseen at the time of adoption. The total amount
of an emergency appropriation shall be fully funded as a deferred charge in the succeeding fiscal
year’s budget, except if the appropriation is to be funded through the authorization of bonds
pursuant to 40A:2-3.
Treatment of the Emergency may vary depending upon various circumstances. If the emergency
is as a result of a weather related event and the Governor has declared a State of Emergency, the
emergency may be treated as a CAP exception. A local finance notice is normally issued when
this occurs and will provide specific guidance.
If the emergency is not related to a state of emergency then it will be handled according to
traditional rules as outlined below:
If the emergency appropriation does not exceed 3% of the total of current and utility operating
appropriations funded in the budget adopted for that year, the appropriation may be raised as a
deferred charge outside CAP with Division approval, pursuant to 40A:4-48. If the emergency
appropriation, together with all other emergency appropriations made during the year, exceeds the
3%, the governing body, in its resolution, must request permission from the Director to exceed the
limitation. Should the Director approve the emergency, the amount exceeding the 3% shall be
raised as a deferred charge inside CAP in the next year’s budget.
Local governments must adopt the resolution upon occurrence of the emergency and submit the
required documentation to the Division within 5 days of adoption. The Division may not
approve an outside CAP appropriation if emergencies are not prepared and submitted timely.
The following documents are to be filed with the Division of Local Government Services for
approval of an emergency appropriation made pursuant to NJS 40A:4-46:
 Two (2) certified copies of the resolution authorizing the emergency appropriation
 An affidavit of the Chief Financial Officer pursuant to NJS 40A:4-52
It is permitted, but not mandatory, that an emergency authorization be financed by the issuance of
notes. It may also be financed from available surplus funds pursuant to NJS 40A:4-50. Where
emergency notes are issued, they shall be designated as such, be renewed from time to time, and
shall mature not later than the last day of the succeeding budget year. The Local Budget Law
provides the form, etc. with respect to these notes under NJS 40A:4-51.
Additional guidance regarding emergency appropriations can found in the following Local Finance
Notices which are contained as appendices to this document. The Local Finance Notices are
provided as guidance for the various situations that you may encounter in an emergency and how
they have been handled in the past.
A sample Emergency Appropriation Resolution provided by the Division of Local Government
Services is attached as an Appendix to this document for reference.
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Accounting Treatment
When an Emergency Appropriation is approved, the Appropriation side of the budget is increased
by the amount of the emergency. The revenue side of the budget is not impacted. Rather than an
offsetting Revenue, a Deferred Charge is created, which is essentially an accounts receivable that
will be satisfied through taxes in a future year.
However, the receivable can also be satisfied either in part or in whole with insurance proceeds
assuming that it is a covered event. This is where the Joint Insurance Fund can work with the
Member Town to minimize the amount of the deferred charge carried on the books through the
issuance of payments to the extent that coverage is available.

Purchasing and Emergencies
Statutory and Regulatory Requirements
40A:11-6 Emergency contracts
6. Emergency contracts. Any contract may be negotiated or awarded for a contracting
unit without public advertising for bids and bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the
contract price will exceed the bid threshold, when an emergency affecting the public
health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or the performance of
services; provided that the awarding of such contracts is made in the following manner:
a. The official in charge of the agency wherein the emergency occurred, or such
other officer or employee as may be authorized to act in place of that official, shall notify
the purchasing agent, a supervisor of the purchasing agent, or a designated representative
of the governing body, as may be appropriate to the form of government, of the need for
the performance of a contract, the nature of the emergency, the time of its occurrence and
the need for invoking this section. If that person is satisfied that an emergency exists, that
person shall be authorized to award a contract or contracts for such purposes as may be
necessary to respond to the emergent needs. Such notification shall be reduced to writing
and filed with the purchasing agent as soon as practicable.
b. Upon the furnishing of such goods or services, in accordance with the terms of
the contract, the contractor furnishing such goods or services shall be entitled to be paid
therefor and the contracting unit shall be obligated for said payment. The governing body
of the contracting unit shall take such action as shall be required to provide for the payment
of the contract price.
c. The Director of the Division of Local Government Services in the Department of
Community Affairs shall prescribe rules and procedures to implement the requirements of
this section.
d. The governing body of the contracting unit may prescribe additional rules and
procedures to implement the requirements of this section.
N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1 General requirements
(a) The use of emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 shall
be subject to the following requirements:
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1. An actual or imminent emergency must exist requiring the immediate delivery
of the goods or the performance of the service;
3. The emergency purchasing procedure may not be used unless the need for the
goods or services could not have been reasonably foreseen or the need for such goods or
services has arisen notwithstanding a good faith effort on the part of the contracting unit to
plan for the purchase of any goods or services required by the contracting unit;
4. The contract shall be of such limited duration as to meet only the immediate
needs of the emergency; and
5. Under no circumstances shall the emergency purchasing procedure be used to
enter into a multi-year contract.
(b) The governing body of each contracting unit shall adopt rules or regulations as
appropriate to the contracting unit to ensure that there is a procedure for determining and
confirming the existence of an emergency and that the provisions for emergency
purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 may be implemented. Such rules or regulations
shall include such provisions that ensure that if initially designated individuals are not
available, there is a designated chain of command to ensure that there are always
appropriate individuals available to make such decisions

Local Public Contracts Law
The emergency procurement process does not relieve the municipality nor the contractor of their
responsibility to comply with all of the requirements of the Local Public Contracts Law. A few
examples of these requirements would include Prevailing Wage, Business Registration Certificate
and Affirmative Action Compliance, and Public Works Contractor Registration.

Emergency Procurement Report
Procedure:
An Emergency Procurement Report is required when municipalities, counties, and their
instrumentalities and agencies1 (public agency) experience an emergency that warrants the
immediate delivery of goods or services and in doing so, are unable to comply with the “Pay-toPlay” provisions of N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.4 et seq. N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.12 provides in pertinent part
that:
“Nothing contained in this act shall be construed as prohibiting the awarding of a contract
when the public exigency requires the immediate delivery of goods or performance of
emergency services as determined by the State Treasurer.”
The State Treasurer2 has determined that approval under this provision is automatically granted
when:
1. A public agency finds the public’s health, safety or welfare requires the immediate
delivery of goods or the performance of services.
2. The award of any such contracts is made pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A:116 and N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1 et seq., or for county colleges, N.J.S.A. 18A:64A-25.6.
3. Contracts are issued in response to a formal declaration of an emergency by the
Governor.
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Emergency Report Required:
The Treasurer also requires that when a contracting agency uses these provisions, the agency’s
purchasing agent or other appropriate personnel shall file with Director of the Division of Local
Government Services an “Emergency Procurement Report,” within 30 days of the date the contract
was issued. Contracts relating to a formal declaration of an emergency by the Governor are exempt
from the reporting provision.
Certain information is necessary to address situations in which an exigency/emergency affecting
the public’s health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or the performance
of services.

Resource Documents:
Local Finance Notices
2005-6
2005-13
2007-7
2011-26
2012-22
2012-29
2014-05

Snow Emergency – January 2005
Appendix pages 1-2
Spring Flooding – April 2005
Appendix pages 3-5
Spring Nor’Easter Storm Emergency – April 2007
Appendix pages 6-8
Hurricane Irene Emergency – August/September 2011
Appendix pages 9-13
Hurricane Sandy Emergency – Financing and Procurement
Appendix pages 14-19
Hurricane Sandy – 7
Appendix pages 20-26
States or Emergency Relating to Snow Storm (Budget/Levy Cap
Implications and Procurement Matters)
Appendix pages 27-32

Emergency Procurement Report
Appendix pages 33-40

Local Public and Public School Contract Laws Administrative Code NJAC 5:34-1 et
seq
Appendix pages 41-64
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LFN 2005-6
January 27, 2005

Contact Information
Director's Office
V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110
F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479

Snow Emergency – January 2005
On January 22, 2005, Acting Governor Richard J. Codey signed Executive
Order #15 (EO #15) declaring a state of emergency for the snowstorm from
January 22 and 23, 2005.
For municipalities and counties subject to the Cap Law, expenditures resulting
from a state of emergency must be treated as a cap exception pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb and N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.4q respectively. The statutes
permit a cap exception for:
"Any expenditure mandated as a result of a natural disaster,
civil disturbance or other emergency that is specifically
authorized pursuant to a declaration of an emergency by the
President of the United States or by the Governor."

F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842

Expenditures include, but are not limited to, government employee overtime,
rental of emergency equipment, materials, supplies and other related expenses
to handle the response to and cleanup of the storm.

F. 609.633.6243
Authority Regulation
V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388

Municipalities that previously created a Snow Removal Reserve (N.J.S.A.
40A: 4-62.1) may use those funds for any purpose related to snow or ice
removal after the current year budget appropriation for that purpose has been
expended.

Mail and Delivery
101 South Broad St.
PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web: www.nj.gov/dca/lgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Distribution
Chief Financial Officers
Municipal Clerks
Freeholder Clerks

Municipalities and counties may use the emergency temporary appropriations
provision of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-20 to provide appropriations directly associated
with the state of emergency. You must adhere to normal rules regarding
emergencies. A resolution approved by 2/3 vote of the full membership of the
governing body and a certification of the Chief Financial Officer that the
resolution covers expenses incurred during the emergency response to the
storm must be filed. Emergency resolutions that exceed the 3% limit require
approval of the Director. In all cases, the Flexible Chart of Account codes
should correspond with the applicable appropriation.
Please follow the instructions that are appropriate to your municipality or
county (next page).
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Local Finance Notice 2005-6

January 27, 2005

Page 2

1. CY and SFY 2005 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET NOT INTRODUCED
Include detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the
heading:
“Snow Emergency EO #15: N.J.S.A. (insert citation)”
Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q).
2. CY and SFY 2005 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET INTRODUCED, NOT ADOPTED
The 2005 budget must be amended before the scheduled date of adoption, to include detailed
appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the heading:
“Snow Emergency EO #15: N.J.S.A. (insert citation)”
Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
Budget amendments must be submitted to the Division prior to the adoption of your budget.
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q).
3. SFY 2005 Municipalities: BUDGET ADOPTED
If the FY 2005 budget has been adopted, the budget exception does not provide any advantage.
If, however, the municipality finds it necessary to adopt an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A.
40A: 4-46 to pay for the costs associated with this storm, the deferred charge to be raised in your 2006
budget will be excluded from the CAP pursuant to the same exception, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb
If you have any questions concerning these practices, contact the Bureau of Financial Regulation and
Assistance at 609-292-4806 or by e-mail at dlgs@dca.state.nj.us. Municipal and Freeholder Clerks are
asked to distribute this notice to their elected officials.

Approved: Susan Jacobucci, Acting Director
Table of Web Links
Page
1

Shortcut text
Executive Order #15

Internet Address
http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eoc15.htm
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LFN 2005-13
April 28, 2005

Contact Information
Director's Office

Spring Flooding Emergency – April 2005

V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110

On April 3, 2005, Acting Governor Richard J. Codey signed Executive Order
#28 (EO #28) declaring a state of emergency for the flooding of April 2. The
state of emergency officially ended on April 15 (Executive Order #30).

F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479
F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842
F. 609.633.6243
Authority Regulation

For municipalities and counties subject to the Cap Law, expenditures resulting
from a state of emergency must be treated as a cap exception pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb and N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.4q respectively. The statutes
permit a cap exception for:
"Any expenditure mandated as a result of a natural disaster,
civil disturbance or other emergency that is specifically
authorized pursuant to a declaration of an emergency by the
President of the United States or by the Governor."
Expenditures include, but are not limited to, government employee overtime,
rental of emergency equipment, materials, supplies and other related expenses
to handle the response to and cleanup of the flooding.

V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388
Mail and Delivery
101 South Broad St.

Municipalities and counties that have not adopted their budgets may use the
emergency temporary appropriations provision of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-20 to
provide appropriations directly associated with the state of emergency. The
normal rules regarding emergencies must be followed.

PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web: www.nj.gov/dca/lgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Distribution
Chief Financial Officers
Municipal Clerks

For adopted budgets, an emergency resolution approved by 2/3 vote of the full
membership of the governing body and a certification of the Chief Financial
Officer that the resolution covers expenses incurred during the emergency
response to the flooding must be filed. Emergency resolutions that exceed the
expenditure limit require approval of the Director. In all cases, the Flexible
Chart of Account codes should correspond with the applicable appropriation.
Please follow the instructions that are appropriate to your municipality or
county (next page).

Freeholder Clerks
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Local Finance Notice 2005-13

April 28, 2005

Page 2

1. CY and SFY 2005 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET NOT INTRODUCED
Include detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the
heading:
“Flooding Emergency EO #28: N.J.S.A. (insert citation)”
Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q).
2. CY and SFY 2005 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET INTRODUCED, NOT ADOPTED
The 2005 budget must be amended before the scheduled date of adoption, to include detailed
appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the heading:
“Flooding Emergency EO #28: N.J.S.A. (insert citation)”
Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties.
Budget amendments must be submitted to the Division prior to the adoption of your budget.
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q).
3. CY 2005 and SFY 2005 Municipalities: BUDGET ADOPTED
If the 2005 budget has been adopted, the budget exception does not provide any advantage.
If, however, the municipality finds it necessary to adopt an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A.
40A: 4-46 to pay for the costs associated with this storm, the deferred charge to be raised in your 2006
budget will be excluded from the cap pursuant to the same exception, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb.
Other Financing Alternatives
In addition, State law provides two other funding mechanisms that may assist in financing certain
infrastructure repair costs resulting from flooding.
The first option is for municipalities and counties and can only be used after the budget is adopted.
N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-54 permits the adoption of resolutions to use the five-year “special emergency”
funding provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55 to address the “repair, reconstruction of streets, roads or
bridges, or other public property” damaged by flooding after budgets are adopted.
Secondly, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55.1 et seq. permits municipalities to adopt “special emergency ordinances”
to allow a three year funding cycle for the “extraordinary expenses for the repair or reconstruction of
streets, roads, or bridges damaged by snow, ice, frost, or flooding.” This can be passed at anytime.
That section of law provides the details for using the provisions, and requires Local Finance Board
approval.
Applicants planning to use the three-year provision should introduce their ordinance, and then file an
application with the Local Finance Board requesting approval. An application form has been posted
on the Local Finance Board website. The application’s Executive Summary must describe the
purposes for which the appropriation will be spent. There are no specific Local Finance Board rules
Appendix - 4 -

Local Finance Notice 2005-13

April 28, 2005
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addressing this provision. The ordinance can be adopted after the Board approves the introduced
ordinance.
If you have any questions concerning these practices, contact the Bureau of Financial Regulation and
Assistance at 609-292-4806 or by e-mail at dlgs@dca.state.nj.us.
Municipal and Freeholder Clerks are asked to distribute this notice to their elected officials.

Approved: Susan Jacobucci, Director
Table of Web Links
Page
1

Shortcut text
Executive Order #30

Internet Address
http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eoc30.htm

1

Executive Order #28

http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eoc28.htm

2

Local Finance Board website

http://www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs/lfb/flood_spcl_emerg_lfb_app.doc
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LFN 2007- 07
May 10, 2007

Contact Information
Director's Office
V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110

Spring Nor’Easter Storm Emergency – April 2007
On April 16, 2007, Acting Governor Richard J. Codey signed Executive Order
#64 (EO #64) declaring a state of emergency for the flooding that occurred on
April 16th. The state of emergency officially ended on May 1st (Executive
Order #66).

F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479
F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842
F. 609.633.6243
Authority Regulation
V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388
Mail and Delivery

For municipalities and counties subject to the Cap Law, expenditures resulting
from a state of emergency must be treated as a cap exception pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb and N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.4q respectively. The statutes
permit a cap exception for:
"Any expenditure mandated as a result of a natural disaster,
civil disturbance or other emergency that is specifically
authorized pursuant to a declaration of an emergency by the
President of the United States or by the Governor."
Expenditures include, but are not limited to, government employee overtime,
rental of emergency equipment, materials, supplies and other related expenses
to handle the response to and cleanup of the flood areas.
Municipalities and counties that have not adopted their budgets may use the
emergency temporary appropriations provision of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-20 to
provide appropriations directly associated with the state of emergency. The
normal rules regarding emergencies must be followed.

101 South Broad St.
PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web: www.nj.gov/dca/lgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Distribution
Chief Financial Officers
Municipal Clerks

For adopted budgets, an emergency resolution approved by 2/3 vote of the full
membership of the governing body and a certification of the Chief Financial
Officer that the resolution covers expenses incurred during the emergency
response to the flooding must be filed. Emergency resolutions that exceed the
expenditure limit require approval of the Director. In all cases, the Flexible
Chart of Account codes should correspond with the applicable appropriation.
Please follow the instructions that are appropriate to your municipality or
county (next page).

Freeholder Clerks
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Local Finance Notice 2007- 07

May 10, 2007

Page 2

1. CY and SFY 2007 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET NOT INTRODUCED
Include detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the
heading:
“Nor’Easter Storm Emergency EO #64: N.J.S.A. (insert citation)”
- Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q).
2. CY and SFY 2007 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET INTRODUCED, NOT ADOPTED
The 2007 budget must be amended before the scheduled date of adoption, to include detailed
appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the heading:
“Nor’Easter Storm Emergency EO #64: N.J.S.A. (insert citation)”
- Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties.
Budget amendments must be submitted to the Division prior to the adoption of your budget.
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q).
3. CY 2007 and SFY 2007 Municipalities: BUDGET ADOPTED
If the 2007 budget has been adopted, the budget exception does not provide any advantage.
If, however, the municipality finds it necessary to adopt an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A.
40A: 4-46 to pay for the costs associated with this storm, the deferred charge to be raised in your 2008
budget will be excluded from the cap pursuant to the same exception, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb.
Other Financing Alternatives
In addition, State law provides two other funding mechanisms that may assist in financing certain
infrastructure repair costs resulting from flooding.
The first option is for municipalities and counties and can only be used after the budget is adopted.
N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-54 permits the adoption of resolutions to use the five-year “special emergency”
funding provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55 to address the “repair, reconstruction of streets, roads or
bridges, or other public property” damaged by flooding after budgets are adopted.
Secondly, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55.1 et seq. permits municipalities to adopt “special emergency ordinances”
to allow a three year funding cycle for the “extraordinary expenses for the repair or reconstruction of
streets, roads, or bridges damaged by snow, ice, frost, or flooding.” This can be passed at anytime.
That section of law provides the details for using the provisions, and requires Local Finance Board
approval.
Applicants planning to use the three-year provision should introduce their ordinance, and then file an
application with the Local Finance Board requesting approval. An application form has been posted
on the Local Finance Board website. The application’s Executive Summary must describe the
purposes for which the appropriation will be spent. There are no specific Local Finance Board rules
Appendix - 7 -
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addressing this provision. The ordinance can be adopted after the Board approves the introduced
ordinance.
If you have any questions concerning these practices, contact the Bureau of Financial Regulation and
Assistance at 609-292-4806 or by e-mail at dlgs@dca.state.nj.us.
Municipal and Freeholder Clerks are asked to distribute this notice to their elected officials.

Approved: Susan Jacobucci, Director
Table of Web Links
Page
1

Shortcut text
Executive Order #64

Internet Address
http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eojsc_codey64.htm

1

Executive Order #66

http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eojsc_codey66.htm

2

Local Finance Board website

http://www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs/lfb/flood_spcl_emerg_lfb_app.doc

3

Division e-mail

dlgs@dca.state.nj.us
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LFN 2011- 26
September 8, 2011

Contact Information
Director's Office
V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110
F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479
F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842
F. 609.633.6243
Authority Regulation
V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388
Mail and Delivery
101 South Broad St.
PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web: www.nj.gov/dca/lgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Distribution
Chief Financial Officers
Municipal Clerks
Freeholder Clerks

Hurricane Irene Emergency – August/September 2011
On August 25, 2011, Governor Christie signed Executive Order #73 (EO
#72) declaring a state of emergency for the response and recovery efforts
required by Hurricane Irene (beginning August 26). As of the issuance of
this Notice, the State of Emergency continues. This Local Finance Notice
covers matters related to emergency appropriations related to the
emergency response and funding for long‐term recovery.
For municipalities and counties subject to the Budget and Levy Cap Laws,
expenditures resulting from a state of emergency are treated as a cap
exception pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐45.3bb and N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐45.4q, and
N.J.S.A. 40A:45‐45(b).
These statutes grant municipal and county officials the authority to
appropriate and expend funds in response to weather related
emergencies. As necessary, local officials must clearly respond to local
needs and unplanned funds can be appropriated through the emergency
appropriation process (N.J.S.A. 40A:4‐46 et seq.).
Purchases of goods and services in response to an emergency can be made
without regard to public bidding pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11‐6 and N.J.A.C.
5:34‐6.1 (Appendix A).
Under the state of emergency declared by the Governor, funds
appropriated and expended for emergency responses are treated as levy
cap exclusions upon submission and review of certifications to the
Division.
Emergency expenses are those related to the response, recovery, and
restoration of services due to the hurricane that were not anticipated in
the current year’s budget. Only the portion of costs that exceed the cost of
providing services under non‐emergency conditions may be granted as
levy cap exclusions.
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Emergency Appropriation for Response and Immediate Recovery Efforts
Municipalities and counties that have not adopted their budgets may use the emergency
temporary appropriations provision of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐20 to provide appropriations directly
associated with the state of emergency. The normal rules regarding emergencies must be
followed. These appropriations will be outside the cap for the current year.
For adopted budgets, an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:4‐46 et seq. requires
approval by 2/3 vote of the full membership of the governing body and a certification of the
Chief Financial Officer that the resolution covers expenses incurred during the emergency
response to the flooding must be filed.
Emergency resolutions that exceed the 3 percent expenditure limit require approval of the
Director (N.J.S.A. 40A:4‐49). For this emergency, the Director is granting blanket approval –
formal approval of the resolution is not required in order to authorize spending. In all cases, the
Flexible Chart of Account codes should correspond with the applicable appropriation.
Please follow the instructions that are appropriate to your municipality or county.
1. CY 2011 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET ADOPTED
If the budget has been adopted, the budget exception does not provide any advantage.
If it is necessary to adopt an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐46 to pay for the
costs associated with the hurricane that exceed the cost of providing services under non‐
emergency conditions, the deferred charge to be raised in the following year’s budget will be
excluded from the cap pursuant to the same exceptions; for the N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐45.3bb
(municipal), 4‐45.4(q) for counties, and 4‐45.45 for both.
2. TY 2011 and SFY 2012 Municipal BUDGET NOT INTRODUCED
Include detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the
heading:
“Hurricane Irene EO #73: N.J.S.A. (40A:4‐45.45 and insert citation)”
‐ Use 40A: 4‐45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4‐45.4(q) for counties
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were
made pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐45.3(bb) or 4‐45.4(q) and 40A:4‐45.45(b).
3. CY/TY 2011 and SFY 2012 Municipal BUDGET INTRODUCED, NOT ADOPTED
The SFY 2012 budget must be amended before the scheduled date of adoption, to include
detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the heading:
“Hurricane Irene EO #73: N.J.S.A. (40A:4‐45.45 and insert citation)”
‐ Use 40A: 4‐45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4‐45.4(q) for counties
Budget amendments must be submitted to the Division prior to the adoption of your budget.
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Other Financing Alternatives
In addition, State law provides two other funding mechanisms that may assist in financing
certain infrastructure repair costs resulting from flooding.
The first option is for municipalities and counties and can only be used after the budget is
adopted. N.J.S.A. 40A:4‐54 permits the adoption of resolutions to use the five‐year “special
emergency” funding provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐55 to address the “repair, reconstruction of
streets, roads or bridges, or other public property” damaged by flooding after budgets are
adopted.
Secondly, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4‐55.1 et seq. permits municipalities to adopt “special emergency
ordinances” to allow a three year funding cycle for the “extraordinary expenses for the repair or
reconstruction of streets, roads, or bridges damaged by snow, ice, frost, or flooding.” This can be
passed at anytime. That section of law provides the details for using the provisions, and requires
Local Finance Board approval.
When used for recovery of Hurricane Irene created purposes, these appropriations are treated as
cap exceptions.
Applicants planning to use the three‐year provision should introduce their ordinance, and then
file an application with the Local Finance Board requesting approval. An application form has
been posted on the Local Finance Board website. The application’s Executive Summary must
describe the purposes for which the appropriation will be spent. There are no specific Local
Finance Board rules addressing this provision. The ordinance can be adopted after the Board
approves the introduced ordinance.
If you have any questions concerning these practices, contact the Bureau of Financial Regulation
and Assistance at 609‐292‐4806 or by e‐mail at dlgs@dca.state.nj.us.
Municipal and Freeholder Clerks are asked to distribute this notice to their elected officials.
Approved: Thomas H. Neff, Director
Table of Web Links
Page

Shortcut text

Internet Address

1

Executive Order #73

http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eocc73.pdf

2

emergency resolution

http://www.nj.gov/dca/lgs/fiscal/sample_resolutions/emergency_appropriations.pdf

2

Local Finance Board website

http://www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs/lfb/flood_spcl_emerg_lfb_app.doc

3

Division e-mail

dlgs@dca.state.nj.us
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Appendix A
Emergency Procurement References
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6. Emergency contracts
Any contract may be negotiated or awarded for a contracting unit without public advertising for bids
and bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the contract price will exceed the bid threshold, when an
emergency affecting the public health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or
the performance of services; provided that the awarding of such contracts is made in the following
manner:
a. The official in charge of the agency wherein the emergency occurred, or such other officer or
employee as may be authorized to act in place of that official, shall notify the purchasing agent, a
supervisor of the purchasing agent, or a designated representative of the governing body, as may be
appropriate to the form of government, of the need for the performance of a contract, the nature of
the emergency, the time of its occurrence and the need for invoking this section. If that person is
satisfied that an emergency exists, that person shall be authorized to award a contract or contracts
for such purposes as may be necessary to respond to the emergent needs. Such notification shall be
reduced to writing and filed with the purchasing agent as soon as practicable.
b. Upon the furnishing of such goods or services, in accordance with the terms of the contract, the
contractor furnishing such goods or services shall be entitled to be paid therefor and the contracting
unit shall be obligated for said payment. The governing body of the contracting unit shall take
such action as shall be required to provide for the payment of the contract price.
c. The Director of the Division of Local Government Services in the Department of Community
Affairs shall prescribe rules and procedures to implement the requirements of this section.
d. The governing body of the contracting unit may prescribe additional rules and procedures to
implement the requirements of this section.
L.1971, c. 198, s. 6; amended 1975, c. 353, s. 5; 1977, c. 53, s. 3; 1979, c. 350, s. 3; 1985, c. 60, s. 3; 1985, c. 469, s. 8;
1999, c. 440, s. 10.

N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1

Emergency Purchases/General requirements

(a)
The use of emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 shall be subject
to the following requirements:
1. An actual or imminent emergency must exist requiring the immediate delivery of the goods
or the performance of the service;
2. As soon as reasonably possible, but within three days of declaring the emergency, the chief
school administrator of a board of education shall notify the superintendent of education for
the county of the nature of the emergency and the estimated needs for goods and services
necessary to respond to it;
3. The emergency purchasing procedure may not be used unless the need for the goods or
services could not have been reasonably foreseen or the need for such goods or services has
arisen notwithstanding a good faith effort on the part of the contracting unit to plan for the
purchase of any goods or services required by the contracting unit;
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4. The contract shall be of such limited duration as to meet only the immediate needs of the
emergency; and
5. Under no circumstances shall the emergency purchasing procedure be used to enter into a
multi-year contract.
(b)
The governing body of each contracting unit shall adopt rules or regulations as appropriate to
the contracting unit to ensure that there is a procedure for determining and confirming the existence of
an emergency and that the provisions for emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or
18A:18A-7 may be implemented. Such rules or regulations shall include such provisions that ensure
that if initially designated individuals are not available, there is a designated chain of command to
ensure that there are always appropriate individuals available to make such decisions.
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LFN 2012- 22
October 29, 2012
Contact Information

Hurricane Sandy Emergency – Financing and Procurement
Director's Office
V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110
F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479
F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842
F. 609.633.6243
Authority Regulation
V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388
Mail and Delivery
101 South Broad St.
PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web: www.nj.gov/dca/lgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Governor Christie has declared a state of emergency for the response and
recovery efforts required by Hurricane Sandy. As of the issuance of this
Notice, the State of Emergency is State-wide and continues. This Local
Finance Notice covers matters related to emergency appropriations related
to the emergency response and funding for long-term recovery.
For municipalities and counties subject to the Budget and Levy Cap Laws,
expenditures resulting from a state of emergency are treated as a cap
exception pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb and N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.4q, and
N.J.S.A. 40A:45-45(b).
These statutes grant municipal and county officials the authority to
appropriate and expend funds in response to weather related
emergencies. As necessary, local officials must clearly respond to local
needs and unplanned funds can be appropriated through the emergency
appropriation process (N.J.S.A. 40A:4-46 et seq.).
Purchases of goods and services in response to an emergency can be made
without regard to public bidding pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 and N.J.A.C.
5:34-6.1 (Appendix A).
Under the state of emergency declared by the Governor, funds
appropriated and expended for emergency responses are treated as levy
cap exclusions upon submission and review of certifications to the
Division.
Emergency expenses are those related to the response, recovery, and
restoration of services due to the hurricane that were not anticipated in
the current year’s budget. Only the portion of costs that exceed the cost of
providing services under non-emergency conditions may be granted as
levy cap exclusions.
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Emergency Appropriation for Response and Immediate Recovery Efforts
Municipalities and counties that have not adopted their budgets may use the emergency
temporary appropriations provision of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-20 to provide appropriations directly
associated with the state of emergency. The normal rules regarding emergencies must be
followed. These appropriations will be outside the cap for the current year.
For adopted budgets, an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:4-46 et seq. requires
approval by 2/3 vote of the full membership of the governing body and a certification of the
Chief Financial Officer that the resolution covers expenses incurred during the emergency
response to the flooding must be filed.
Emergency resolutions that exceed the 3 percent expenditure limit require approval of the
Director (N.J.S.A. 40A:4-49). For this emergency, the Director is granting blanket approval –
formal approval of the resolution is not required in order to authorize spending. In all cases, the
Flexible Chart of Account codes should correspond with the applicable appropriation.
Please follow the instructions that are appropriate to your municipality or county.
1. CY 2012 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET ADOPTED
If the budget has been adopted, the budget exception does not provide any advantage.
If it is necessary to adopt an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-46 to pay for the
costs associated with the hurricane that exceed the cost of providing services under nonemergency conditions, the deferred charge to be raised in the following year’s budget will be
excluded from the cap pursuant to the same exceptions; for the N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb
(municipal), 4-45.4(q) for counties, and 4-45.45 for both.
For those municipalities desiring to spread the cost of the emergency over a period of years,
applications will need to be submitted to the Local Finance Board which will routinely
accommodate such requests with maturities of notes such that the cost to an average assessed
home is approximately $50 annually.
2. TY 2012 and SFY 2013 Municipal BUDGET NOT INTRODUCED
Include detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the
heading:
“Hurricane Sandy and citation”
- Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were
made pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q) and 40A:4-45.45(b).
3. CY/TY 2012 and SFY 2013 Municipal BUDGET INTRODUCED, NOT ADOPTED
The SFY 2012 budget must be amended before the scheduled date of adoption, to include
detailed appropriations on sheet 20 under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’” under the heading:
“Hurricane Sandy insert citation)”
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- Use 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
Budget amendments must be submitted to the Division prior to the adoption of your budget.

Other Financing Alternatives
In addition, State law provides two other funding mechanisms that may assist in financing
certain infrastructure repair costs resulting from flooding.
The first option is for municipalities and counties and can only be used after the budget is
adopted. N.J.S.A. 40A:4-54 permits the adoption of resolutions to use the five-year “special
emergency” funding provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55 to address the “repair, reconstruction of
streets, roads or bridges, or other public property” damaged by flooding after budgets are
adopted.
Secondly, N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55.1 et seq. permits municipalities to adopt “special emergency
ordinances” to allow a three year funding cycle for the “extraordinary expenses for the repair or
reconstruction of streets, roads, or bridges damaged by snow, ice, frost, or flooding.” This can be
passed at anytime. That section of law provides the details for using the provisions, and requires
Local Finance Board approval.
When used for recovery of Hurricane Sandy created purposes, these appropriations are treated
as cap exceptions.
Applicants planning to use the three-year provision should introduce their ordinance, and then
file an application with the Local Finance Board requesting approval. The application’s Executive
Summary must describe the purposes for which the appropriation will be spent. There are no
specific Local Finance Board rules addressing this provision. The ordinance can be adopted after
the Board approves the introduced ordinance.
Overtime Pay for Elected Officials and Management
The Division appreciates that Mayors, elected officials, and their senior advisers and managers
are working hard without any additional pay or compensation during this event. While not a
necessary reminder for the vast majority of such officials who selflessly give of their time and
would not even think of seeking to be reimbursed for the efforts they put in on behalf of their
communities, the Division wishes to remind everyone that under no circumstances should
elected officials or senior management seek reimbursement for overtime. All resources will be
needed to pay for the legitimate costs associated with this event, including required overtime for
rank and file first responders and essential activities.
If you have any questions concerning these practices, contact the Bureau of Financial Regulation
and Assistance at 609-292-4806 or by e-mail at dlgs@dca.state.nj.us.
Municipal and Freeholder Clerks are asked to distribute this notice to their elected officials.
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Approved: Thomas H. Neff, Director
Table of Web Links
Page
1

Shortcut text
Division e-mail

Internet Address
dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

2
2
3
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Appendix A
Emergency Procurement References
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6. Emergency contracts
Any contract may be negotiated or awarded for a contracting unit without public advertising for bids
and bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the contract price will exceed the bid threshold, when an
emergency affecting the public health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or
the performance of services; provided that the awarding of such contracts is made in the following
manner:
a. The official in charge of the agency wherein the emergency occurred, or such other officer or
employee as may be authorized to act in place of that official, shall notify the purchasing agent, a
supervisor of the purchasing agent, or a designated representative of the governing body, as may be
appropriate to the form of government, of the need for the performance of a contract, the nature of
the emergency, the time of its occurrence and the need for invoking this section. If that person is
satisfied that an emergency exists, that person shall be authorized to award a contract or contracts
for such purposes as may be necessary to respond to the emergent needs. Such notification shall be
reduced to writing and filed with the purchasing agent as soon as practicable.
b. Upon the furnishing of such goods or services, in accordance with the terms of the contract, the
contractor furnishing such goods or services shall be entitled to be paid therefor and the contracting
unit shall be obligated for said payment. The governing body of the contracting unit shall take
such action as shall be required to provide for the payment of the contract price.
c. The Director of the Division of Local Government Services in the Department of Community
Affairs shall prescribe rules and procedures to implement the requirements of this section.
d. The governing body of the contracting unit may prescribe additional rules and procedures to
implement the requirements of this section.
L.1971, c. 198, s. 6; amended 1975, c. 353, s. 5; 1977, c. 53, s. 3; 1979, c. 350, s. 3; 1985, c. 60, s. 3; 1985, c. 469, s. 8;
1999, c. 440, s. 10.

N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1

Emergency Purchases/General requirements

(a)
The use of emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 shall be subject
to the following requirements:
1. An actual or imminent emergency must exist requiring the immediate delivery of the goods
or the performance of the service;
2. As soon as reasonably possible, but within three days of declaring the emergency, the chief
school administrator of a board of education shall notify the superintendent of education for
the county of the nature of the emergency and the estimated needs for goods and services
necessary to respond to it;
3. The emergency purchasing procedure may not be used unless the need for the goods or
services could not have been reasonably foreseen or the need for such goods or services has
arisen notwithstanding a good faith effort on the part of the contracting unit to plan for the
purchase of any goods or services required by the contracting unit;
4. The contract shall be of such limited duration as to meet only the immediate needs of the
emergency; and
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5. Under no circumstances shall the emergency purchasing procedure be used to enter into a
multi-year contract.
(b)
The governing body of each contracting unit shall adopt rules or regulations as appropriate to
the contracting unit to ensure that there is a procedure for determining and confirming the existence of
an emergency and that the provisions for emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or
18A:18A-7 may be implemented. Such rules or regulations shall include such provisions that ensure
that if initially designated individuals are not available, there is a designated chain of command to
ensure that there are always appropriate individuals available to make such decisions.
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Contact Information
Director's Office

Hurricane Sandy-7

V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110

Local Finance Notice 2012-22 (October 29, 2012) outlined procedures for adopting
emergency appropriations and financing same, and briefly reminded local units of
their emergency procurement powers. This notice provides further clarification of
these procedures.

F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479
F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842
F. 609.633.6243
Authority Regulation
V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388
Mail and Delivery
101 South Broad St.

Emergency Appropriations/Financing Update
If your municipal budget has been adopted, N.J.S.A. 40A:4-54 provides that the
municipality may adopt a resolution authorizing a special emergency appropriation
to cover the cost of the extraordinary expense for the repair, reconstruction of
streets, roads or bridges, or other public property damaged by flood or hurricane
where such expense was not foreseen at the time of the adoption of the budget.
N.J.S.A. 40A:4-55 sets forth the procedure to use special emergency notes to fund
the emergency and further provides that at least 1/5 of all such notes shall mature
and be paid in each year.
The Director of the Division of Local Government Services will consider all costs
related to the repair, reconstruction of streets, roads or bridges and other public
property that restores access to the municipality as allowable “costs of extraordinary
expense.” Costs incurred by a local unit’s Department of Public Works for clearing
debris and sand likewise will qualify under 40A:4-54. Emergency management and
public safety costs reasonably connected with action directed to keeping roads and
public property safe will also be allowed under this provision.

PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web:
www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/dlgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Distribution
Municipal Clerks
County Clerks
Chief Financial Officers
All Local Contracting Units

If a major capital improvement is necessary as a consequence of Hurricane Sandy,
the emergency provision allows the immediate expenditure of funds. The
emergency (deferred charge) can then be funded by passage of a bond ordinance
that spreads payment over the life of the improvement. The Local Finance Board will
approve requests to waive the down payment requirement for these emergency
improvements. Local units must file applications to the Board; however, the
applications will be included for approval on the Board’s consent agenda.
Because Governor Chris Christie declared a State of Emergency in response to
Hurricane Sandy, local units may exclude from the 2010 levy cap and 1977
appropriation cap all costs reasonably connected with this event.
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Emergency Procurement Update
*** N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 (and 18A:18A-7) sets forth the authority for emergency procurement powers in limited
situations. Any contract may be negotiated or awarded for a contracting unit without public advertising for
bids and bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the contract price will exceed the bid threshold, when an
emergency affecting the public health, safety or welfare, requires the immediate delivery of goods or the
performance of services. ***
FEMA
Please note that FEMA will require you to follow the procurement procedures contained in your approved
Emergency Operation Plan (EOP) in order to be reimbursed. If your emergency operations team does not
include a procurement professional (e.g., purchasing agent, CFO, etc.), you should consider including a
procurement professional in purchasing decisions so that all purchases are properly reviewed for compliance
with law and are documented for purposes of FEMA reimbursement and future audit.
“Pay-to-Play”
Typically, an emergency procurement report must be filed within 30 days when public agencies experience an
emergency that justifies the immediate delivery of goods or services and in doing so, are unable to comply
with the “Pay-to-Play” provisions of N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.4, et seq. (see N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.12). However,
because Governor Chris Christie formally declared a State of Emergency, you are not required to file an
emergency procurement report with the Division of Local Government Services.
Emergency State Contracts
The NJ Division of Purchase and Property in the Department of Treasury has issued new State Contracts in
response to the emergency. For more information, please visit: www.state.nj.us/treasury/purchase. The
Department of Treasury has also created a unified Hurricane Sandy Information web page:
http://www.state.nj.us/treasury/news-sandy.shtml
Appendix A of this notice is a compiled list of storm response related State Contracts for your easy reference.

Approved: Thomas H. Neff, Director.
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Appendix A
Contracts procured by the Division of Purchase & Property which we hope to be of assistance to our towns,
cities, counties and other local partners. Please note that contracts DPP procured or amended during and
after Hurricane Sandy to provide DPP’s partners with relief are marked with an asterisk(*).

Term Contract
G8025
G2002

G8019

S0002

T0002

Title
ADA COMPLIANT
SHOWER TRAILER
MEALS READY TO EAT
(MRE)
EMERGENCY
COMMODITIES
STOCKPIL
BOTTLED
WATER/COOLER
RENTAL
BOTTLED
WATER/COOLER
RENTAL STATE OF NEW
JERSEY (REBID)

Misc. Industrial, MRO and Shelter Supplies
M0002
INDUSTRIAL/MRO

M8001

Generators
G4000

T2710

Vendor
COMFORTS OF
HOME SERVICE INC
INNOTECH
PRODUCTS LTD

Contract #

Commodity

80328

Shower Trailers

80042

Heater Meals

79643

Water, Bottled &
Liter Boxes

NESTLE WATERS
NORTH AMERICAN

77250

Bottled Water &
Water Cooler Rental

DS WATERS OF
AMERICA INC

74666

Bottled Water &
Water Cooler Rental

AQUA BLOX LLC

FASTENAL
COMPANY

79873

SUPPLIES &EQUIP

Tools, Shelter
Supplies, Cots,
Blankets, etc.

INDUSTRIAL/MRO
SUPPLIES &EQUIP

MSC INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLY CO INC

79874

Tools, Shelter
Supplies, Cots,
Blankets, etc.

INDUSTRIAL/MRO
SUPPLIES &EQUIP

W W GRAINGER
INC

79875

Tools, Shelter
Supplies, Cots,
Blankets, etc.

*Building Supplies

Lowes Home
Improvement
Stores

82951

GENERATOR JOE
INC

81269

CERTIFIED MOBILE
GENERATORS

EMERGENCY
WARSHAUER
GENERATOR PURCHASE, ELECTRICAL
REPAIR SERVICE,
SUPPLY
MAINT. &
Appendix - 22 -

All items sold in
walk-in stores

76607

Commercial and
Industrial
Generators
Commercial,
Industrial
Generators & Repair
Services
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INSTALLATION (NJDOT)

T2732

EMERGENCY
GENERATOR PURCHASE,
REPAIR SERVICE,
MAINT. &
INSTALLATION (NJDOT)
EMERGENCY
GENERATOR PURCHASE,
REPAIR SERVICE,
MAINT. &
INSTALLATION (NJDOT)
EMERGENCY
GENERATOR PURCHASE,
REPAIR SERVICE,
MAINT. &
INSTALLATION (NJDOT)
MAINT/REPAIR &
REPLACEMENT SVCSPORTABLE
COMMERCIAL MOBIL
GENERATOR
(STATEWIDE)

SBP INDUSTRIES

76609
Commercial,
Industrial
Generators & Repair
Services

ON SITE ENERGY
CO INC

76608

FM GENERATOR
INC

76605

EMERGENCY
EQUIPMENT SALES

78057

Commercial,
Industrial
Generators & Repair
Services
Commercial,
Industrial
Generators & Repair
Services

Commercial,
Industrial
Generators & Repair
Services

Fuel Oil and Gasoline Suppliers - Note Fuel Oil Contractors may also be able to provide gasoline
T0077
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
PEDRONI FUEL
81391
Fuel

FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING

FUEL OIL #2 - HEATING
T0078

FUEL OIL NO. 4 & 6

FINCH FUEL OIL CO
INC
TAYLOR OIL CO INC
ALLIED OIL LLC
RIGGINS INC

81397

RACHLES MICHELE
OIL CO INC
NATIONAL
TERMINAL INC
SPRAGUE ENERGY
CORP
MAJOR
PETROLEUM
INDUSTRIES
J SWANTON FUEL
OIL CO INC
HESS

81398
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81392
81399
81390

Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel

Fuel

81396
Fuel

81389
Fuel

81393
Fuel

81394
74182

Fuel
Fuel
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T0083

Tree Services
T0465
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CORPORATION
ISOBUNKERS LLC
PEDRONI FUEL

FUEL OIL NO. 4 & 6
GASOLINE,
AUTOMOTIVE

TREE TRIMMING,
PRUNING & REMOVAL
SERVICES
TREE TRIMMING,
PRUNING & REMOVAL
SERVICES
TREE TRIMMING,
PRUNING & REMOVAL
SERVICES
TREE TRIMMING,
PRUNING & REMOVAL
SERVICES
TREE TRIMMING,
PRUNING & REMOVAL
SERVICES
TREE TRIMMING,
PRUNING & REMOVAL
SERVICES

CONTRACTOR PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE/FEMA
PROGRAM SERVICES
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
CONTRACTOR-PART "B"
PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE/FEMA
PROGRAM SERVICES

*Equipment Rentals

74183
80910

Fuel
Fuel

Technical Assistance & Recovery Services
T2686
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT

Rentals
G8033

Page 5

RICH TREE SERVICE
INC

80902

PETERS TODD INC

80904

Tree Removal / Trim
Services
Tree Removal / Trim
Services

NELSON TREE
SERVICE INC

80906

TUFF GREENS LLC

80903

Tree Removal / Trim
Services
Tree Removal / Trim
Services

ASPLUNDH TREE
EXPERT CO

80905

BECKERS TREE
SERVICE

80907

OBRIENS
RESPONSE
MANAGEMENT

78189

LOUIS BERGER
GROUP INC

80768

Tree Removal / Trim
Services
Tree Removal / Trim
Services

Public Assistance &
FEMA Program
Services

Public Assistance &
FEMA Program
Services

83005

*Equipment Rentals

Hertz Equipment
Rentals
Sunbelt Rentals

*Equipment Rentals

United Rentals

83007

Debris Removal
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83006

Various Equipment
for Rental
Various Equipment
for Rental
Various Equipment
for Rental
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T2619
T2435

*NJDOT SOLID WASTE
DISPOSAL/RECYCLING
*NJDEP EMERGENCY
RESPONSE SERVICES
TERM CONTRACT STATEWIDE
*NJDEP EMERGENCY
RESPONSE SERVICES
TERM CONTRACT STATEWIDE
*NJDEP EMERGENCY
RESPONSE SERVICES
TERM CONTRACT STATEWIDE

N ovember 9, 2012
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Cemco Inc.

71702

CLEAN VENTURE
INC

76496

Hazard waste pickup and removal

Hazard waste pickup and removal

KENS MARINE
SERVICE INC

76497
Hazard waste pickup and removal

ATLANTIC
RESPONSE INC

76499
Hazard waste pickup and removal

General Trash Hauling - need to check county/counties awarded each vendor
T2665
77544
REFUSE HAULING
CARNEVALE

SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide

DISPOSAL CO INC

General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental

CENTRAL JERSEY
WASTE & Recycling

77547

GARY W GRAY
TRUCKING INC

77542

GRINNELL
RECYCLING INC

77545

INTEGRATED
WASTE SYSTEMS
INC

77548

REPUBLIC
SERVICES OF NJ
LLC DBA Raritan
Valley Disposal
TRI STATE
CARTING INC

77550
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General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental
General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental
General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental
General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental
General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental
77546
General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental

Local Finance N otice 2012-29

REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide
REFUSE HAULING
SERVICES AND
Container Rental Statewide

N ovember 9, 2012
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WASTE
MANAGEMENT OF
NEW JERSEY

77549

WOOLSTON
COMPANY Waste
& Recycling
Services

77543
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General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental
General Trash
Hauling Services and
Container Rental

LFN 2014-5
February 26, 2014

Contact Information
Director's Office
V. 609.292.6613
F. 609.292.9073
Local Government Research
V. 609.292.6110
F. 609.292.9073
Financial Regulation
and Assistance
V. 609.292.4806
F. 609.984.7388
Local Finance Board
V. 609.292.0479
F. 609.633.6243
Local Management Services
V. 609.292.7842
F. 609.633.6243

States of Emergency Relating to Snow Storms:
Budget/Levy Cap Implications and Procurement Matters
Governor Christie signed five separate executive orders declaring States of
Emergency for the response and recovery efforts required by various snow
storms occurring on or about: January 2 and 21, 2014; and February 3, 4 and
13, 2014. This Local Finance Notice addresses matters relating to financing
and procurement with respect to these declared emergencies.
Financing Matters
For municipalities and counties subject to the appropriation and levy cap laws,
expenditures resulting from a state of emergency are treated as a cap
exception: N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb; N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.4q; and N.J.S.A. 40A:4545(b). These statutes grant municipal and county officials the authority to
appropriate and expend funds in response to weather related emergencies. As
necessary, local officials must clearly respond to local needs and unplanned
funds can be appropriated through the emergency or temporary emergency
appropriation process (N.J.S.A. 40A:4-46 et seq.; N.J.S.A. 40A:4-20).

Authority Regulation
V. 609.984.0132
F. 609.984.7388
Mail and Delivery
101 South Broad St.
PO Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey
08625-0803
Web:
www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/dlgs
E-mail: dlgs@dca.state.nj.us

Distribution
Chief Financial Officers

N.J.A.C. 5:30-3.9 sets forth the process and terms under which emergencyrelated levy cap exceptions are permissible for municipalities and counties.
Levy exceptions are only available for "extraordinary costs" incurred for the
immediate preparation, response, recovery, and restoration of public services
due to extreme weather conditions or other catastrophic events not anticipated
in the current budget year and subject to the terms of a gubernatorial
emergency declaration. Only the portion of costs exceeding the cost of
providing services under non-emergency conditions may be granted as
property tax levy cap exclusions.
Municipalities and counties may only treat such costs as a one-time (nonpermanent) levy cap exclusion after submitting a certification along with the
introduced budget describing the expenditures for review by the Director of
the Division of Local Government Services. The certification should reflect a
reasonable estimate of costs that exceed snow removal costs in an ordinary
year. The certification should not seek to include every expense related to
every storm. The Division may contact CFOs where certified amounts appear
unreasonable. The amount excluded may be subject to adjustment to account
for the receipt of State or Federal reimbursements.
Appendix - 27 -
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Emergency Appropriation for Response and Immediate Recovery Efforts
Municipalities and counties that have not introduced or adopted their budgets may use the emergency
temporary appropriations provision of N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-20 to provide appropriations directly associated
with the state of emergency. The normal rules regarding emergencies must be followed. These
appropriations will be outside the cap for the current year.
For adopted SFY budgets, an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:4-46 et seq. requires
approval by 2/3 vote of the full membership of the governing body and a certification of the Chief
Financial Officer that the resolution covers expenses incurred during the emergency snow removal
process must be filed.
Emergency resolutions exceeding the 3 percent expenditure limit require approval of the Director
(N.J.S.A. 40A:4-49). For this emergency, the Director is granting blanket approval – formal approval of
the resolution is not required in order to authorize spending. In all cases, the Flexible Chart of Account
codes should correspond with the applicable appropriation.
Please follow the instructions that are appropriate to your municipality or county.
1. SFY 2014 Municipalities: BUDGET ADOPTED
If the budget has been adopted, the budget exception does not provide any advantage.
If it is necessary to adopt an emergency resolution pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-46 to pay for the costs
associated with the snow removal that exceed the cost of providing services under non-emergency
conditions, the deferred charge to be raised in the following year’s budget will be excluded from the cap
pursuant to the same exceptions; for the N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3bb and 4-45.45(b).
2. CY 2014 Municipalities and Counties: BUDGET NOT INTRODUCED
Include detailed appropriations on sheet 20, (for municipalities), under “Operations Excluded from
‘CAPS’” under the heading:
“Declared State of Emergency costs for Snow Removal: N.J.S.A. (40A:4-45.45(b))”
and
- 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
The Chief Financial Officer must certify that the appropriations excluded from the cap were made
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-45.3(bb) or 4-45.4(q) and 40A:4-45.45(b).
3. CY and SFY 2014 Municipal and County BUDGETS INTRODUCED, NOT ADOPTED
The CY and SFY 2014 budget must be amended before the scheduled date of adoption, to include
detailed appropriations on sheet 20, (for municipalities), under “Operations Excluded from ‘CAPS’”
under the heading:
“Declared State of Emergency costs for Snow Removal: N.J.S.A. (40A:4-45.45(b))”
and
- 40A: 4-45.3(bb) for municipalities or 4-45.4(q) for counties
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Budget amendments must be submitted to the Division prior to the adoption of your budget.
Other Financing Alternatives
In addition, State law provides a funding mechanism that may assist in financing certain infrastructure
repair costs resulting from snow or ice damage.
N.J.S.A. 40A: 4-55.1 et seq. permits municipalities to adopt “special emergency ordinances” to allow a
three year funding cycle for the “extraordinary expenses for the repair or reconstruction of streets,
roads, or bridges damaged by snow, ice, frost, or flooding.” This can be passed at any time. That section
of law provides the details for using the provisions, and requires Local Finance Board approval.
Applicants planning to use the three-year provision should introduce their ordinance, and then file an
application with the Local Finance Board requesting approval. An application form has been posted on
the Local Finance Board website. The application’s Executive Summary must describe the purposes for
which the appropriation will be spent. There are no specific Local Finance Board rules addressing this
provision. The ordinance can be adopted after the Board approves the introduced ordinance.
Procurement Issues
Municipalities and counties are reminded that various cooperative purchasing possibilities exist should
a contracted salt provider be unable to fulfill their requirements. While none are guaranteed to remedy
the problem of insufficient salt supplies, the following options may be investigated:




National cooperative contracts or contracts awarded by other states, being mindful to follow the
guidance set forth in Local Finance Notice 2012-10.
New Jersey State Contract T-0214 (designated for local use)
Commodity resale cooperative contracts, which are operated by many local governments.

Appendix “B” features statutory and administrative code provisions dealing with emergency
purchasing.
Conclusion
If you have any questions concerning financing matters referenced herein, contact the Bureau of
Financial Regulation and Assistance at 609-292-4806 or by e-mail at dlgs@dca.state.nj.us. For
procurement questions, please contact us via email at lpcl@dca.state.nj.us or telephone at 609-6336152.

Approved: Thomas H. Neff, Director
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Appendix A
Table of Weblinks
Page

Shortcut text

Internet Address

1

Executive Order #146

http://nj.gov/infobank/circular/eocc146.pdf

1

Executive Order #147

http://www.nj.gov/infobank/circular/eocc147.pdf

1

Executive Order #148

http://nj.gov/infobank/circular/eocc148.pdf

1

Executive Order #149

http://nj.gov/infobank/circular/eocc149.pdf

1

Executive Order #150

http://www.state.nj.us/infobank/circular/eocc150.pdf

2

Sample Emergency
Appropriation Resolution

http://www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/dlgs/resources/fiscal_docs/sample_resolutions/emergency_appropriations.pdf

3

Local Finance Board website

http://www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/dlgs/programs/lfb_docs/flood_spcl_emerg_lfb_app.doc

3

Local Finance Notice 2012-10

http://www.nj.gov/dca/divisions/dlgs/lfns/12/2012-10.pdf

3

New Jersey State Contract T-0214

http://www.state.nj.us/treasury/purchase/noa/contracts/t0214_13-x-22750.shtml

3

Division e-mail

dlgs@dca.state.nj.us
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Appendix B
Emergency Procurement References
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6. Emergency contracts
Any contract may be negotiated or awarded for a contracting unit without public advertising for bids
and bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the contract price will exceed the bid threshold, when an
emergency affecting the public health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or
the performance of services; provided that the awarding of such contracts is made in the following
manner:
a. The official in charge of the agency wherein the emergency occurred, or such other officer or
employee as may be authorized to act in place of that official, shall notify the purchasing agent, a
supervisor of the purchasing agent, or a designated representative of the governing body, as may be
appropriate to the form of government, of the need for the performance of a contract, the nature of
the emergency, the time of its occurrence and the need for invoking this section. If that person is
satisfied that an emergency exists, that person shall be authorized to award a contract or contracts for
such purposes as may be necessary to respond to the emergent needs. Such notification shall be
reduced to writing and filed with the purchasing agent as soon as practicable.
b. Upon the furnishing of such goods or services, in accordance with the terms of the contract, the
contractor furnishing such goods or services shall be entitled to be paid therefor and the contracting
unit shall be obligated for said payment. The governing body of the contracting unit shall take such
action as shall be required to provide for the payment of the contract price.
c. The Director of the Division of Local Government Services in the Department of Community
Affairs shall prescribe rules and procedures to implement the requirements of this section.
d. The governing body of the contracting unit may prescribe additional rules and procedures to
implement the requirements of this section.
L.1971, c. 198, s. 6; amended 1975, c. 353, s. 5; 1977, c. 53, s. 3; 1979, c. 350, s. 3; 1985, c. 60, s. 3; 1985, c. 469, s. 8;
1999, c. 440, s. 10.

N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1

Emergency Purchases/General requirements

a. The use of emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 shall be subject to
the following requirements:
An actual or imminent emergency must exist requiring the immediate delivery of the goods
1.
or the performance of the service;
2.
As soon as reasonably possible, but within three days of declaring the emergency, the chief
school administrator of a board of education shall notify the superintendent of education for the
county of the nature of the emergency and the estimated needs for goods and services necessary to
respond to it;
3.
The emergency purchasing procedure may not be used unless the need for the goods or
services could not have been reasonably foreseen or the need for such goods or services has arisen
notwithstanding a good faith effort on the part of the contracting unit to plan for the purchase of any
goods or services required by the contracting unit;
4.
The contract shall be of such limited duration as to meet only the immediate needs of the
emergency; and
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5.
Under no circumstances shall the emergency purchasing procedure be used to enter into a
multi-year contract.
b. The governing body of each contracting unit shall adopt rules or regulations as appropriate to the
contracting unit to ensure that there is a procedure for determining and confirming the existence of
an emergency and that the provisions for emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or
18A:18A-7 may be implemented. Such rules or regulations shall include such provisions that ensure
that if initially designated individuals are not available, there is a designated chain of command to
ensure that there are always appropriate individuals available to make such decisions.
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EMERGENCY PROCUREMENT REPORT
Public Exigencies Pursuant To N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.12
Procedure
An Emergency Procurement Report is required when municipalities, counties, and their instrumentalities
and agencies1 (public agency) experience an emergency that warrants the immediate delivery of goods
or services and in doing so, are unable to comply with the “Pay-to-Play” provisions of N.J.S.A. 19:44A20.4 et seq. N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.12 provides in pertinent part that:
“Nothing contained in this act shall be construed as prohibiting the awarding of a contract
when the public exigency requires the immediate delivery of goods or performance of
emergency services as determined by the State Treasurer.”
The State Treasurer2 has determined that approval under this provision is automatically granted when:
1. A public agency finds the public’s health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery
of goods or the performance of services.
2. The award of any such contracts is made pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 and
N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1 et seq., or for county colleges, N.J.S.A. 18A:64A-25.6.
3. Contracts are issued in response to a formal declaration of an emergency by the Governor.
Emergency Report Required
The Treasurer also requires that when a contracting agency uses these provisions, the agency’s
purchasing agent or other appropriate personnel shall file with Director of the Division of Local
Government Services an “Emergency Procurement Report,” within 30 days of the date the contract was
issued. Contracts relating to a formal declaration of an emergency by the Governor are exempt from the
reporting provision.
Certain information is necessary to address situations in which an exigency/emergency affecting the
public’s health, safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or the performance of
services.

1
2

This language has been interpreted by the State to include among others, local authorities, fire districts, and county colleges.
The State Treasurer’s directive can be seen at www.nj.gov/dca/lgs/p2p
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N.J. Division of Local Government Services
EMERGENCY PROCUREMENT REPORT
This report is to be filed by the contracting agent of the public agency with the Director of the Division
of Local Government Services within 30 days of the date the emergency contract was issued. Please
provide the necessary information to satisfactorily complete the report. Refer to the Instructions
accompanying this form and the statutory and regulatory citations on the reverse of this form.
This form is designed to be completed using Microsoft Word; if not completed that way, please print it
out.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Public Agency:
County:
Date Emergency occurred:
Time emergency occurred:
Date emergency declared:
Time emergency declared:
Agency/department responsible for determining
there was an emergency:
5. Name and title of the official in charge of that
agency:
6. Describe the condition or circumstance pertaining to the emergency (attach additional sheets if necessary):

7. Name and title of the individual who determined the
matter was an emergency and authorized award of
contract(s):
8. The total (or estimated) cost of providing the goods or performing services was: $
9. List the names the contractors/suppliers receiving 25% or more of the contracts awarded under the emergency:

10. When was the notification reduced to writing and filed with the purchasing agent?
11. Has the public agency adopted a “chain of command” procedure pursuant to N.J.A.C.5:34-6.1?
This report was completed by (name and title):

Name and Address of agency contact
person:
Signature:

Date:

Submit by mail or fax to:
Director, Division of Local Government Services
P.O. Box 803
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0803
Fax: 609-633-6243
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Legal Provisions Related to Use of Emergencies
40A:11-6 Emergency contracts
6. Emergency contracts. Any contract may be negotiated or awarded for a contracting unit without public advertising for bids and
bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the contract price will exceed the bid threshold, when an emergency affecting the public health,
safety or welfare requires the immediate delivery of goods or the performance of services; provided that the awarding of such
contracts is made in the following manner:
a. The official in charge of the agency wherein the emergency occurred, or such other officer or employee as may be authorized to act
in place of that official, shall notify the purchasing agent, a supervisor of the purchasing agent, or a designated representative of the
governing body, as may be appropriate to the form of government, of the need for the performance of a contract, the nature of the
emergency, the time of its occurrence and the need for invoking this section. If that person is satisfied that an emergency exists, that
person shall be authorized to award a contract or contracts for such purposes as may be necessary to respond to the emergent needs.
Such notification shall be reduced to writing and filed with the purchasing agent as soon as practicable.
b. Upon the furnishing of such goods or services, in accordance with the terms of the contract, the contractor furnishing such goods or
services shall be entitled to be paid therefor and the contracting unit shall be obligated for said payment. The governing body of the
contracting unit shall take such action as shall be required to provide for the payment of the contract price.
c. The Director of the Division of Local Government Services in the Department of Community Affairs shall prescribe rules and
procedures to implement the requirements of this section.
d. The governing body of the contracting unit may prescribe additional rules and procedures to implement the requirements of this
section.

N.J.A.C. 5:34-6.1 General requirements (edited as to applicability)
(a) The use of emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 shall be subject to the following requirements:
1. An actual or imminent emergency must exist requiring the immediate delivery of the goods or the performance of the service;…
…3. The emergency purchasing procedure may not be used unless the need for the goods or services could not have been reasonably
foreseen or the need for such goods or services has arisen notwithstanding a good faith effort on the part of the contracting unit to plan
for the purchase of any goods or services required by the contracting unit;
4. The contract shall be of such limited duration as to meet only the immediate needs of the emergency; and
5. Under no circumstances shall the emergency purchasing procedure be used to enter into a multi-year contract.
(b) The governing body of each contracting unit shall adopt rules or regulations as appropriate to the contracting unit to ensure that
there is a procedure for determining and confirming the existence of an emergency and that the provisions for emergency purchasing
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 may be implemented. Such rules or regulations shall include such provisions that ensure
that if initially designated individuals are not available, there is a designated chain of command to ensure that there are always
appropriate individuals available to make such decisions.

18A:64A-25.6 Emergency purchases and contracts
6. Any purchase, contract, or agreement may be made, negotiated or awarded by a county college without public advertising for bids
and bidding therefor, notwithstanding that the cost or contract price will exceed $25,000* or, commencing January 1, 2003, the
amount determined pursuant to subsection b. of section 3 of P.L.1982, c.189 (C.18A:64A-25.3), when an emergency affecting the
health, safety or welfare of occupants of college property requires the immediate delivery of the materials or supplies or the
performance of the work, provided that such purchases, contracts or agreements are awarded or made in the following manner:
a. A written requisition for the performance of such work or the furnishing of materials or supplies, certified by the employee in
charge of the building, facility or equipment where the emergency occurred, is filed with the contracting agent or his deputy in
charge, describing the nature of the emergency, the time of its occurrence, and the need for invoking this section. The contracting
agent, or his deputy in charge, being satisfied that the emergency exists, is hereby authorized to award a contract for said work,
materials or supplies.
b. Upon the furnishing of such work, materials or supplies in accordance with the terms of the contract or agreement, the contractor
furnishing such work, materials or supplies shall be entitled to be paid therefor and the county college shall be obligated for said
payment.
c. The board of trustees may prescribe rules and procedures to implement the requirements of this section.
* This provision is superseded by the provisions of N.J.S.A. 19:44A-20.4 threshold of $17,500
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EMERGENCY APPROPRIATIONS
As permitted under NJS40A:4-46, local governments may make emergency appropriations,
after adoption of the annual budget, for purposes unforeseen at the time of adoption. The total
amount of an emergency appropriation shall be fully funded as a deferred charge in the succeeding
fiscal year’s budget, except if the appropriation is to be funded through the authorization of bonds
pursuant to 40A:2-3.
If the emergency appropriation does not exceed 3% of the total of current and utility
operating appropriations funded in the budget adopted for that year, the appropriation may be
raised as a deferred charge outside CAP with Division approval, pursuant to 40A:4-48. If the
emergency appropriation, together with all other emergency appropriations made during the year,
exceeds the 3%, the governing body, in its resolution, must request permission from the Director to
exceed the limitation. Should the Director approve the emergency, the amount exceeding the 3%
shall be raised as a deferred charge inside CAP in the next year’s budget.
The Division reviews emergency appropriations to ensure that it meets the intent of the
law. If the Division determines that the local government adopts an emergency as a result of
purposefully under funding a budgetary appropriation, the local unit may be required to raise the
emergency as a deferred charge inside CAP. Also, local governments must adopt the resolution
upon occurrence of the emergency and submit the required documentation to the Division within 5
days of adoption. The Division may not approve an outside CAP appropriation if emergencies are
not prepared and submitted timely.
The following documents are to be filed with the Division of Local Government Services
for approval of an emergency appropriation made pursuant to NJS 40A:4-46:
•
•

Two (2) certified copies of the resolution authorizing the emergency appropriation
An affidavit of the Chief Financial Officer pursuant to NJS 40A:4-52

Emergency appropriations for down payments on capital improvements must be supported by an
accounting of the Capital Improvement Fund for the period starting the beginning of the budget
year up to the date of the introduction of the related ordinance.
It is permitted, but not mandatory, that an emergency authorization be financed by the issuance of
notes. It may also be financed from available surplus funds pursuant to NJS 40A:4-50.
Where emergency notes are issued, they shall be designated as such, be renewed from time to time,
and shall mature not later than the last day of the succeeding budget year. The Local Budget Law
provides the form, etc. with respect to these notes under NJS 40A:4-51.

Prepared by the Division of Local Government Services
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EMERGENCY APPROPRIATION – 3% CALCULATION
Current Fund
Total Operations including
Contingent
(Budget Sheet 17)
Statutory Expenditures
(Budget Sheet 19)
Total Operations Excluded
From CAPS (Budget 25)
Totals

Prior year

Current Year

$6,500,740

6,787,300

680,197

566,695

257,213
$7,438,150

292,031
7,646,026

______________________________________________________________________________
Utility Fund
Total Operating Expenditures
Statutory Expenditures
Totals

2,714,829
84,000
$2,798,829

______________________________________________________________________________
For CAP Purposes:
For Current Fund Emergency Appropriation: Use prior year appropriations of current
fund only. Example: $7,438,150 X 3% = $223,145
For Expenditure Purposes:
For Utility Fund Emergency Appropriation: Use current year total budget for both
Current Fund and Utility Fund
Example: $7,646,026 + $2,798,829 = $10,444,855 X 3% = $313,346

Prepared by the Division of Local Government Services
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FORM OF EMERGENCY RESOLUTION – NJS 40A:4-48
(Under 3% limitation)

WHEREAS, an emergency has arisen with respect to STATE REASON IN FULL and, no
adequate provision was made in the 20__ budget for the aforesaid purpose, and
NJS 40A:4-46 provides for the creation on an emergency appropriation for the purpose mentioned
above, and
WHEREAS, the total amount of the emergency appropriations created, including the
appropriation to be created by this resolution is $_____________ and three (3) percent of the total
operating appropriations in the budget for 20__ is $_____________ and
WHEREAS, the foregoing appropriation together with prior appropriations does not exceed
three (3) percent of the total operating appropriations (including utility operation appropriations) in
the budget for 20__,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, (by not less than 2/3 of all governing body
members affirmatively concurring) that in accordance with NJS 40A:4-48:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

An emergency appropriation is here by made for INSERT TITLE OF
APPROPRIATION AS TO SALARIES AND WAGES AND/OR OTHER EXPENSES
in the amount of $____________
That said emergency appropriation shall be provided for in full in the 20__ budget,
and is requested to be excluded from CAPS, pursuant to NJS 40A:4-53.3c(1)
That an Emergency Note not in excess of the above amount be authorized pursuant
to NJS 40A:4-51
That such note shall be executed by STATE NAME AND TITLE OF CHIEF
FINANCIAL OFFICER and by STATE NAME AND TITLE OF “SUCH OTHER
OFFICER”
That such note shall be date ______________20__, may be renewed from time to
time, and such note and any renewals shall be payable on or before
December 31, 20__. INSERT FURTHER DETAIL, I.E. PLACE OF PAYMENT,
ETC.
That two (2) certified copies of this resolution be filed with the Director of the
Division of Local Government Services

FOOTNOTE: OMIT 3, 4 AND 5 IF EMERGENCY NOTES ARE NOT AUTHORIZED

Prepared by the Division of Local Government Services
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CERTIFICATION FOR EMERGENCY APPROPRIATION FORM
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

This statement must be prepared in duplicate by the chief financial officer and filed
with the municipal clerk prior to the adoption of the emergency resolution. The
duplicate must be filed with the Director of the Division of Local Government
Services together with the emergency resolution.
Please answer all questions:
Purpose of emergency appropriation:_____________________________________
Document fully the circumstances for
The emergency resolution
Statements such as “insufficient appropriation” or
“roads need repair” are not acceptable and
delay the review of the emergency
Date of
occurrence:______________________________________________________
Have any contracts been awarded or purchase orders placed in connection with this
emergency appropriation?_______________________________________________
Date______________
Chief Financial
Officer________________________
Municipality_________________________________

Prepared by the Division of Local Government Services
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FORM OF EMERGENCY RESOLUTION REQUIRING
APPROVAL OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF
LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES – NJS 40A:4-49
(Over 3% limitation)

WHEREAS, an emergency has arisen with respect to STATE REASON IN FULL
And, no adequate provision was made in the 20__ budget for the aforesaid purpose, and NJS
40A:4-46 provides for the creation on an emergency appropriation for the purpose mentioned
above, and
WHEREAS, the total amount of the emergency appropriations created, including the
appropriation to be created by this resolution is $_____________ and three (3) percent of the total
operating appropriations in the budget for 20__ is $_____________ and
WHEREAS, the foregoing appropriation together with prior appropriations exceeds three
(3) percent of the total operating appropriations (including utility operation appropriations) in the
budget for 20__,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, (by not less than 2/3 of all governing body
members affirmatively concurring) that in accordance with NJS 40A:4-49, petition be made to the
Director of the Division of Local Government Services for permission to exceed the statutory
limitation of 3 percent for the creation of an appropriation for the purpose set forth in the preamble
in accordance with the following:
1. An emergency appropriation is here by made for INSERT TITLE OF
APPROPRIATION AS TO SALARIES AND WAGES AND/OR OTHER EXPENSES in
the amount of $____________
2. That said emergency appropriation shall be provided for in full in the 20__ budget,
within CAPS, pursuant to NJS 40A:4-53.3c(1)
3. That an Emergency Note not in excess of the above amount be authorized pursuant to
NJS 40A:4-51
4. That such note shall be executed by STATE NAME AND TITLE OF CHIEF
FINANCIAL OFFICER and by STATE NAME AND TITLE OF “SUCH OTHER
OFFICER”
5. That such note shall be date ______________20__, may be renewed from time to time,
and such note and any renewals shall be payable on or before
December 31, 20__. INSERT FURTHER DETAIL, I.E. PLACE OF PAYMENT,
ETC.
6. That the statement required by the Local Finance Board has been filed with the Clerk
and a copy transmitted to the Director of the Division of Local Government Services
7. That two (2) certified copies of this resolution be filed with the Director of the Division
of Local Government Services

FOOTNOTE: OMIT 3, 4 AND 5 IF EMERGENCY NOTES ARE NOT
AUTHORIZED

Prepared by the Division of Local Government Services
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SUBCHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS
5:34-1.1

Application and compliance

(a)
Unless specifically stated to the contrary, the rules in this chapter apply to all
local government agencies that are encompassed by the definition of contracting unit in
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-2(1), and by all boards of education meeting the definition of board of
education in N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-2a by whatever name called.
(b)
Every governing body, chief executive officer, or chief school administrator shall
take reasonable steps to provide training so that all officials and employees responsible
for the administration of public contracts are aware of and are able to comply with the
requirements of the law and these rules.
(c)
These rules are adopted by the Director of the Division of Local Government
Services after consultation with the Commissioner of Education pursuant to N.J.S.A.
40A:11-37.1 and 18A:18A-49.2.
(d)
Public housing authorities that operate subject to the authority of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development will adhere to procurement procedures
which reflect N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq. and related rules, provided that procurements
conform to applicable Federal law and the standards required therein and to 24 CFR
85.36(b) that requires where both State and Federal law encompass the same
procurement, the stricter or more limiting procedure which encourages competition shall
be used.
5:34-1.2

Definitions

The following words and terms, as used in this chapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context indicates otherwise:
"Aggregate" or "aggregation" means the sums expended or to be expended for the
provisions or performance of any goods or services in connection with the same
immediate purpose or task, or the furnishing of similar goods or services, during the same
contract year through a contract awarded by a contracting agency.
"Bid threshold" means the dollar amount set in N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3, and in N.J.S.A.
18A:18A-3, above which a contracting unit shall advertise for and receive sealed bids
"Board of education" means and includes the board of education of any local school
district, consolidated school district, regional school district, educational services
commission, county special services school district, county vocational school and any
other board of education or other similar body other than the State Board of Education,
the Commission on Higher Education or the Presidents' Council, established and
operating under the provisions of Title 18A of the New Jersey Statutes and having
authority to make purchases and to enter into contracts for the provision or performance
of goods or services. The term "board of education" also shall include the board of
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trustees of a charter school established under P.L. 1995, c.426 (N.J.S.A. 18A:36A-1 et
seq.).
"Competitive contracting" means the method described in N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4.1 et seq.
and 18A:18A-4.1 et seq. of contracting for specialized goods and services in which
formal proposals are solicited from vendors.
"Concession" means the granting of a license or right to act for or on behalf of the
contracting unit, or to provide a service requiring the approval or endorsement of the
contracting unit, and which may or may not involve a payment or exchange, or provision
of services by or to the contracting unit.
"Contract" means any agreement, including, but not limited to, a purchase order or a
formal agreement, which is a legally binding relationship enforceable by law, between a
vendor who agrees to provide or perform goods or services and a contracting unit which
agrees to compensate a vendor, as defined by and subject to the terms and conditions of
the agreement. A contract also may include an arrangement whereby a vendor
compensates a contracting unit for the vendor's right to perform a service, such as, but not
limited to, operating a concession.
"Contracting agent" means the governing body of a contracting unit or its authorized
designee that has the power to prepare the advertisements, to advertise for and receive
bids and, as permitted by law, to make awards for the contracting unit in connection with
contracts.
"Contracting unit" means: any county; municipality; school district; or any board,
commission, committee, authority or agency, which is not a State board, commission,
committee, authority or agency, and which has administrative jurisdiction over any
district project, or facility, included or operating in whole or in part, within the territorial
boundaries of any county or municipality which exercises functions which are
appropriate for the exercise by one or more units of local government, and which has
statutory power to make purchases and enter into contracts awarded by a contracting
agent for the provision or performance of goods or services.
"Contract year" means the period of 12 consecutive months following the award of a
contract.
"Director" means the Director of the Division of Local Government Services in the
Department of Community Affairs.
"Division" means the Division of Local Government Services in the Department of
Community Affairs.
"Extraordinary unspecifiable services" or "EUS" means services which are specialized
and qualitative in nature requiring expertise, extensive training and proven reputation in
the field of endeavor.
"Goods and services" or "goods or services" means any work, labor, commodities,
equipment, materials, or supplies of any tangible or intangible nature, except real
property or any interest therein, provided or performed through a contract awarded by a
contracting agent, including goods and property subject to N.J.S.A. 12A:2-101 et seq.
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"Governing body" means: the governing body of the county, when the purchase is to be
made or the contract is to be entered into by, or in behalf of, a county; the governing body
of the municipality, when the purchase is to be made or the contract is to be entered into
by, or on behalf of, a municipality; a board of education, when the purchase is to be made
or the contract is to be entered into by, or on behalf of, a school district; or any board,
commission, committee, authority or agency of the character described in definition of
contracting unit.
"Lowest price" means the least possible amount that meets all requirements of the request
of a contracting agent.
"Lowest responsible bidder or vendor" means the bidder or vendor:
1. Whose response to a request for bids offers the lowest price and is responsive; and
2. Who is responsible.
"Multi-year contract" means a contract or other agreement operating in excess of 12
consecutive months.
"Official newspaper" means any newspaper designated by the contracting unit pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 35:1-1 et seq.
"Purchase" means a transaction, for a valuable consideration, creating or acquiring an
interest in goods, services and property, except real property or any interest therein.
"Purchase order" means a document issued by the contracting agent authorizing a
purchase transaction with a vendor to provide or perform goods or services to the
contracting unit, which, when fulfilled in accordance with the terms and conditions of a
request of a contracting agent and other provisions and procedures that may be
established by the contracting unit, will result in payment by the contracting unit.
"Purchasing agent" means the individual duly assigned the authority, responsibility, and
accountability for the purchasing activity of the contracting unit, and who has such duties
as are defined by an authority appropriate to the form and structure of the contracting
unit; or in the case of a board of education, the secretary, business administrator or the
business manager of the board of education duly assigned the authority, responsibility
and accountability for the purchasing activity of the board of education and having the
power to prepare advertisements, to advertise for and receive bids and to award contracts
as permitted by N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1 et seq., but if there be no secretary, business
administrator or business manager, such officer, committees or employees to whom such
power has been delegated by the board of education.
"Professional services" means services rendered or performed by a person authorized by
law to practice a recognized profession, whose practice is regulated by law, and the
performance of which services requires knowledge of an advanced type in a field of
learning acquired by a prolonged formal course of specialized instruction and study as
distinguished from general academic instruction or apprenticeship and training.
Professional services may also mean services rendered in the provision or performance of
goods or services that are original and creative in character in a recognized field of
artistic endeavor.
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"Public works" means building, altering, repairing, improving or demolishing any public
structure or facility constructed or acquired by a contracting unit to house local
government or school district functions or provide water, waste disposal, power,
transportation (but not the contracting for transportation services), and other public
infrastructures.
"Remaining amount" means the value of similar goods and services that are needed for
the remainder of the current contract year, plus those similar goods and services to be
needed in the subsequent contract year.
"Responsible" means able to complete the contract in accordance with its requirements,
including, but not limited to, requirements pertaining to experience, moral integrity,
operating capacity, financial capacity, credit, and workforce, equipment, and facilities
availability.
"Responsive" means conforming in all material respects to the terms and conditions,
specifications, legal requirements, and other provisions of the request.
"Service or services" means the performance of work, or the furnishing of labor, time, or
effort, or any combination thereof, not involving or connected to the delivery or
ownership of a specified end product or goods or a manufacturing process. Service or
services may also include an arrangement in which a vendor compensates the contracting
unit for the vendor's right to operate a concession.
SUBCHAPTER 2. EXTRAORDINARY UNSPECIFIABLE SERVICES
5:34-2.1

Use of extraordinary unspecifiable services

N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(1)(a)ii and 18A:18A-5a(2) permit contracting units to award contracts
without competitive bidding for extraordinary unspecifiable services. The application of
this exception for extraordinary unspecifiable services shall be construed narrowly in
favor of open competitive bidding wherever possible.
5:34-2.2

General requirements limiting the use of the exception

(a)
The assertion that the service can only be provided by a single contractor ("sole
source") shall not be sufficient to justify avoidance of competitive bidding as an
extraordinary, unspecifiable service (hereinafter referred to as EUS).
(b)
The fact that the service is in the nature of a personal, human, social or training
services contract, or includes within its description such terms as "technical,"
"management," "consultant," or similar descriptions suggesting some special nature shall
not in itself be sufficient to utilize this exception. The need for expertise, extensive
training and proven reputation in the field of endeavor must be critical and essential to
the project, and not merely a desire to have a reliable job performed.
(c)
The services must be of such a qualitative nature that the performance of the
services cannot be reasonably described by written specifications. However, services
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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previously bid or generally characterized as being of a continuous ongoing nature shall be
subject to the presumption that such services may not be classified as an EUS, unless a
contracting unit can demonstrate in writing its inability to prepare written specifications
describing the qualitative nature of the performance of the services required. If written
specifications can be prepared describing the qualitative nature of the performance of the
services, then they shall be so written, but notwithstanding that the other criteria of the
definition may be met. Contracting unit officials might also consider the use of
competitive contracting pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:4.1(k) or 18A:18A-4.1(k).
(d)
Services that meet the requirements of EUS may not be combined with other
work in a contract which is predominantly characterized as being a biddable activity so as
to avoid the necessity of bidding for the work which in its own right is subject to
competitive bidding.
(e)
No firm, having been previously retained under this exception to study, survey or
prepare specifications for a given system, function or equipment, may be selected without
competitive bidding to operate, implement or provide any material or services on the
basis of intimate or specialized knowledge acquired as a result thereof. Appropriate care
shall be taken so that such a firm is not authorized to participate in competitive bidding or
competitive contracting if its earlier participation would give it unfair advantage.
5:34-2.3

Procedures for implementation of the exception

(a)
If the estimated cost or price exceeds the 15 percent of the bid threshold of
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6.1a or 18A:18A-37a, quotations as to the cost or price must be solicited
by the contracting agent whenever practicable, and the contract shall be awarded in
accordance with the requirements of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6.1a or 18A:18A-37a.
(b)
Before the governing body awards a contract under the EUS provisions which
exceeds the bid threshold established in accordance with N.J.S.A. 40A:11- 6.1b or
18A:18A-37b, a designated administrative official of the contracting unit must file a
certificate with the governing body clearly describing the nature of the work to be done,
stating that it is not reasonably possible to draft specifications, describing the informal
solicitation of quotations, and describing in detail why the contract meets the provisions
of the statute and these rules. A mere recitation of the language in the statute shall not be
sufficient for this purpose. A standard certification format is available from the Division
of Local Government Services and must be utilized. The certification must be kept with
the resolution awarding the contract.
(c)
The governing body, in addition to stating the supporting reasons for its action in
the resolution awarding the contract, shall place a notice of the action in an official
newspaper pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(1)(a) and 18A:18A-5(a)(2).
5:34-2.4

(Reserved)

N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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SUBCHAPTER 3. CERTAIN LEASES OF EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
AGREEMENTS BEYOND THE FISCAL YEAR
5:34-3.1

Duration of contract

(a)
Leases (which term includes rental agreements) and service agreements for items
authorized by N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15(7) and 40A:11-15(15) or N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-42(f) shall
not be renewed or extended beyond the number of years set forth in each such statutory
provision. The specifications for rebidding after the maximum number of years should
not require that the equipment be in the possession or service of the contracting unit.
(b)
Such leases and service agreements may be written for any period of time not to
exceed the maximum statutory period, or for shorter periods with provision for renewal at
the option of the contracting unit, provided that such renewal shall not cause the
cumulative length to exceed the permitted length of time. Such renewals may be
authorized only by resolution of the governing body.

5:34-3.2

Application of bidding requirements

(a)
All multi-year contracts, including all multi-year leases and multi-year leases with
option to purchase, which are authorized under N.J.S.A. 40A:11- 15(7), 40A:11-15(15)
or 18A:18A-42(f), and other multi-year contracts subject to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15 and
18A:18A-42 for the procurement of goods or services shall be subject to competitive
bidding if the cumulative amount to be expended during the duration of the multi-year
lease or contract exceeds the threshold for competitive bidding for the contracting unit.
(b)
Change orders to reflect price increases shall not be required for purchases that
are part of a contract where the bid specifications included provisions for price changes
based on an objective benchmark not under the direct control of the supplier.
(c)
Leases of textbooks and services incidental thereto may be made, negotiated or
awarded by a board of education without public advertising for bids.

5:34-3.3

Option to purchase, prohibitions, cancellation clause

(a)
In addition to providing for the use of equipment during the period of the lease,
the lease may provide for rental payments to be credited towards the purchase price for
purpose of acquisition of the equipment if the contracting unit, at its sole option, decides
to buy the equipment, and said option was included in the original specifications and in
the original contract.
(b)
Leases shall not, however, provide for the acquisition of ownership at the
beginning of the lease term, with installment payments to be made thereafter.

N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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(c)
If the contracting unit anticipates that a lessor may desire to assign its right to
receive lease payments to an outside non-contractual third party, provision for such
assignment must have been permitted by the lease specifications and be included in the
lease agreement, and the lessee must be notified in writing by the lessor before
payments may be made to a third party pursuant to such an assignment.
(d)
While N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15 and 18A:18A-42 authorize lease arrangements, such
contractual arrangements must contain a clause making them subject to the availability
and appropriation annually of sufficient funds as may be required to meet the extended
obligation, or contain an annual cancellation clause.
5:34-3.4

Equipment changes

(a)
Equipment leased shall not be expanded, upgraded or otherwise materially
changed or increased in cost during the term of the lease without competitive bidding,
except as follows:
1. Equipment changes which were specifically described, either by itemization
or by performance standards, in the original bidding specifications and for
which all bidders were requested to submit bid proposals, when in
accordance with a formal written plan of time-phased expansion, prepared
prior to solicitation of bids, and when the bid proposals for such changes
were considered in the determination of the successful bidder; or
2. An item of equipment which is discontinued by the vendor may be replaced
with a comparable model which performs the same or increased workload
provided that neither the workload nor the cost exceeds that specified in the
original contract or the plan of expansion referred to in (a)1 above.
(b)
Any such changes made in accordance with this section shall be made by an
amendatory contract and the procedure followed shall be in compliance with the
regulations regarding change orders.

SUBCHAPTER 4. ADMINISTRATION OF COMPETITIVE CONTRACTING
PROCESS
5:34-4.1

Definitions

The following words and terms, as used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
"Administrator" means:
1. In the case of a municipality, a municipal administrator appointed pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40A:9-136 and N.J.S.A. 40A:9-137; a business administrator, a
municipal manager or a municipal administrator appointed pursuant to the
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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Optional Municipal Charter Law, P.L. 1950, c.210 (N.J.S.A. 40:69A-1 et seq.); or
a municipal manager appointed pursuant to the municipal manager form of
government law. N.J.S.A. 40:79-1 et seq.;
2. In the case of a county, an individual appointed pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:9-42,
40:41A-42, 40:41A-47, or 40:41A-82; or
3. In the case of an authority as defined in the Local Authorities Fiscal Control Law,
P.L. 1983, c.313 (N.J.S.A. 40A:5A-1 et seq.), a full time professional employee of
the authority found by the governing body to possess the experience and skill
necessary to properly administer the competitive contracting process.
4. In the case of a school district, the administrator shall be defined pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-4.3b.
"Authorized agent" means a qualified purchasing agent, legal counsel, or administrator of
a contracting unit using competitive contracting in accordance with this subchapter.
5:34-4.2

Model evaluation criteria

(a)
The following, as appropriate to individual circumstances, shall be used as criteria
for evaluating requests for proposals (RFPs) under the competitive contracting process
described in N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4.1 et seq. and 18A:18A-4.1 et seq. These criteria are not
intended to be limiting or all-inclusive, and they may be adapted or supplemented in
order to meet a contracting unit's individual needs as competitive contracting may dictate.
No criteria shall unfairly or illegally discriminate or exclude otherwise capable vendors.
1. Technical criteria:
i.

Proposed methodology:
(1) Does the vendor's proposal demonstrate a clear understanding
of the scope of work and related objectives?
(2) Is the vendor's proposal complete and responsive to the specific
RFP requirements?
(3) Has the past performance of the vendor's proposed
methodology been documented?
(4) Does the vendor's proposal use innovative technology and
techniques?

ii.

Are sound environmental practices such as recycling, energy
efficiency, and waste reduction used?

2. Management criteria:
i.

Project management:
(1) How well does the proposed scheduling timeline meet the
contracting unit's needs?
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(2) Is there a project management plan?
ii.

History and experience in performing the work:
(1) Does the vendor document a record of reliability of timely
delivery and on-time and on-budget implementation?
(2) Does the vendor demonstrate a track record of service as
evidenced by on-time, on-budget, and contract compliance
performance?
(3) Does the vendor document industry or program experience?
(4) Does the vendor have a record of moral integrity?

iii.

Availability of personnel, facilities, equipment and other
resources:
(1) To what extent does the vendor rely on in-house resources vs.
contracted resources?
(2) Are the availability of in-house and contract resources
documented?

iv.

Qualification and experience of personnel:
(1) Documentation of experience in performing similar work by
employees and when appropriate, sub-contractors?
(2) Does the vendor make use of business capabilities or initiatives
that involve women, the disadvantaged, small and/or minority
owned business establishments?
(3) Does the vendor demonstrate cultural sensitivity in hiring and
training staff?

3. Cost criteria:
i.

Cost of goods to be provided or services to be performed:
(1) Relative cost: How does the cost compare to other similarly
scored proposals?
(2) Full explanation: Is the price and its component charges, fees,
etc. adequately explained or documented?

ii.

Assurances of performance:
(1) If required, are suitable bonds, warranties, or guarantees
provided?
(2) Does the proposal include quality control and assurance
programs?

iii.

Vendor's financial stability and strength:
(1) Does the vendor have sufficient financial resources to meet its
obligations?

N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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5:34-4.3

Opening and evaluating proposals and awarding competitive
contracts

(a)
The request for proposals document shall state the time and place for receiving
and opening the proposals, and shall specify the criteria that will be used to evaluate
proposals.
(b)
At the time and place proposals are due, the names of all the vendors and the price
of their respective proposals shall be announced in public. Prior to opening such
proposals, the authorized agent shall, if not provided as part of the request for proposals
document, describe the specific weighting of any evaluation criteria, which may be used
for evaluating the proposals.
(c)
The evaluation of request of proposals shall be subject to the following
requirements:
1. The request for proposals document shall state the criteria for evaluating the
proposals.
2. Where not otherwise required to do so by other applicable Federal, State and
local regulations, the authorized agent may appoint a committee to assist in
the evaluation of the proposals. Committees shall be subject to the following
requirements:
i.

If a committee is to be used, the names of the individuals who
serve as committee members shall not be publicly disclosed until
the evaluation report is presented to the governing body.
Committee members shall be familiar with the need for the
goods to be provided or the services to be performed in the
request for proposals.

ii.

Committee members may conduct their work separately or
together.

iii.

While a member of the governing body is not required to be a
committee member, no more than one less than the majority of
the current membership of the governing body may serve on a
committee.

iv.

The committee may use advisors, as it deems necessary to give
opinions on evaluating proposals, except that the advisors shall
be subject to the provisions of (e) below. The names of such
advisors shall be included in the report submitted to the
governing body.

v.

Meetings of the committee are advisory in nature and are not
subject to the Open Public Meetings Act, N.J.S.A. 10:4-1 et seq.

3. At the option of the contracting unit, the request for proposals document may,
after proposals are received and opened, but prior to completing the evaluation
of the proposals, provide the opportunity for vendors to provide clarification
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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regarding their submission. The presentation shall address only those matters
specified by the contracting unit. The presentation shall not be used for
negotiation of a contract contrary to law.
(d)
The process of establishing weighting criteria and evaluating proposals shall
result in a finding that a specific proposal is the most advantageous, price and other
factors considered, or that all proposals should be rejected.
(e)
Before reviewing any proposals, each person evaluating a proposal shall assess
their own affiliations and financial interest and those of their families that relate to their
duties as someone evaluating a proposal to ensure they do not have a conflict of interest.
For these purposes, a person has a conflict of interest with a proposal if that person or
spouse, parent, or child would be in violation of the Local Government Ethics Law,
N.J.S.A. 40A:9- 22.1 et seq., or the School Ethics Act, N.J.S.A. 18A:12-21 et seq. as
appropriate. Any person with a conflict of interest related to the competitive contracting
proposal shall not participate in the evaluation process.
(f)
Prior to evaluating the proposals, each individual participating in the evaluation of
a proposal shall execute a statement in accordance with (e) above certifying they do not
have a conflict of interest. Such statement shall reflect the provisions at (e) above, which
relate to possible conflict of interest situations. This statement shall be filed with the
authorized agent, prior to the beginning of the evaluation process. The certification shall
be as follows:
I hereby certify that I have reviewed the conflict of interest
standards in the Local Government Ethics Law or the School
Ethics Act, as appropriate, and that I do not have a conflict of
interest with respect to the evaluation of this proposal. I further
certify that I am not engaged in any negotiations or arrangements
for prospective employment or association with any of those
submitting proposals or their parent or subsidiary organization.
5:34-4.4

Use of competitive contracting for non-listed services

(a)
The authorized agent shall apply to the Director for approval to use the provisions
of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4.1k and 18A:18A-4.1k requesting the use of competitive contracting
for the operation, management, or administration of services not otherwise listed in
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4.1a through j and 18A:18A- 4.1a through j. The application shall be in
letter form and shall provide the information reasonably required for the Director to
respond to the request. If the Director finds that the subject matter of the application is
consistent with the intent of the statutory provisions encouraging competitive contracting,
then the Director shall approve the request. The Director may consider the level and
characteristics of the service and competition in the market. Prior to submitting an
application, an applicant may request to consult with the Director or designee to review
issues regarding a potential application.
(b)
Services that meet the requirements for procurement through competitive
contracting may not be combined or included in a contract with other services which are
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required to be procured through competitive bidding so as to avoid the statutory
obligation for the procurement of such other services through competitive bidding.
5:34-4.5

Use of competitive contracting for energy services

(a)
For the purposes of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4.1c and 18A:18A-4.1c, the "provision or
performance of the physical improvements that result in energy services" for which
competitive contracting shall not be used, includes the following:
1. The replacement or upgrading of lighting fixtures;
2. The replacement or upgrading of windows;
3. Outside and/or inside doors;
4. The replacement or upgrading of toilets and sinks;
5.

The replacement or upgrading of roofs;

6. New boilers;
7. Electrical box upgrades;
8. Cafeteria equipment (that is, freezers and fryers, etc); and
9. Any combination of the above mentioned equipment or work in a single
contract.
(b)
The work described in (a) above shall be permitted as competitive contracting
under the energy services company exemption of N.J.S.A. 40A:11- 4.1c and 18A:18A4.1c only if the goods and services are part of a comprehensive energy services design,
plan or specification for which a single contractor will be responsible for the performance
of the work.

SUBCHAPTER 5. QUALIFIED PURCHASING AGENTS AND INCREASING
THE BID THRESHOLD
5:34-5.1

Qualified purchasing agent

(a)
A contracting unit's purchasing agent shall be considered qualified pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-9b to exercise the supplemental authority as set forth in N.J.S.A.
40A:11-3 and 40A:11-4.3 or N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-3 and 18A:18A-4.3 if the following
criteria are met:
1. The individual has served as purchasing agent as defined in N.J.A.C. 5:34-1.2;
and
i.

Held the power to award contracts as allowed by law; and

ii.

Personally performed duties that included, but were not limited
to: preparing or reviewing bid specifications, evaluating bids,
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seeking or authorizing the solicitation of quotations,
recommending or awarding contracts, and analyzing
procurement needs on a regular basis; and
2. The individual served as a purchasing agent within 15 years immediately
preceding the filing of the application to be a qualified purchasing agent and
meets at least one of the following standards of qualifications and experience
in contracting units under the jurisdiction of the Local Public Contracts Law
or Public School Contract Law:
i.

Ten years experience as a purchasing agent in New Jersey and
has successfully completed Municipal Finance Administration as
offered by the Rutgers Center for Government Services;

ii.

Seven years experience as a purchasing agent in New Jersey and
is the holder of a Certified Municipal Finance Officer or
Certified County Finance Officer certificate issued by the
Division of Local Government Services, or is the holder of a
Registered Public Purchasing Specialist certification issued by
the Rutgers Center for Government Services;

iii.

Without regard to service as a purchasing agent, is the holder of a
Registered Public Purchasing Official certificate issued by the
Rutgers Center for Government Services, or is the holder of a
Certified County Purchasing Official certificate issued by the
Division of Local Government Services;

iv.

Three years experience as a purchasing agent in New Jersey and:
(1) Holds a certification as a Certified New Jersey School Business
Administrator; or
(2) Is a school board manager or school board secretary who is
grandfathered, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:11-9.7;

v.

Without regard to the number of years as a purchasing agent, has
successfully completed 30 hours of training in New Jersey
procurement law, and has successfully completed Municipal
Finance Administration as offered by the Rutgers Center for
Government Services and, is either:
(1) Certified as a Certified Public Purchasing Official or a
Certified Public Procurement Buyer by the National Institute of
Governmental Purchasing; or
(2) Certified by the Federal government as a Purchasing Agent; or

vi.

N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.

Without regard to the requirement of experience in a contracting
unit, has seven years of experience as purchasing agent in the
private sector, has successfully completed 50 hours of training in
New Jersey procurement law, and has successfully completed
Municipal Finance Administration as offered by the Rutgers
Center for Government Services.
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(b)
Applications for qualified purchasing agent shall be on a form prescribed by the
Director and shall include proof(s) of meeting the requirement of a qualified purchasing
agent described in this section. Applications may be submitted at any time. There shall be
no application fee. At the discretion of the Director, additional documentation may be
required upon receipt of an application. Upon approval of the application by the Director,
the applicant shall be issued a certificate as a qualified purchasing agent.
(c)
Where compliance with (a)2 above included the holding of a professional
certificate, the certificate must remain in force during the time the individual serves as a
qualified purchasing agent.
5:34-5.2

Procedures for increasing the bid threshold

(a)
A contracting unit with a qualified purchasing agent desiring to take advantage of
the supplemental authority of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3 and 40A:11- 4.3 or N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-3
and 18A:18A-4.3 shall have its governing body pass a resolution authorizing the amount
of a higher bid threshold for the contracting unit, the amount of which shall not exceed
the statutory maximum bid threshold.
(b)
A contracting unit that increases the bid threshold pursuant to (a) above shall
either:
1. In a contracting unit subject to the Local Public Contracts Law, a certified
resolution increasing the bid threshold shall be filed with the Director and
shall be accompanied by:
i.

A certification from the chief executive officer of the contracting
unit that the purchasing agent of the contracting unit exercises
the duties of a purchasing agent pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:112(30), with specific relevance to the authority, responsibility, and
accountability of the purchasing activity of the contracting unit;
and

ii.

A copy of the contracting unit's purchasing agent's qualified
purchasing agent certification; or

2. In a contracting unit subject to the Public School Contracts Law, a certified
resolution increasing the bid threshold shall be filed with the Director and
shall be accompanied by a copy of the contracting unit's purchasing agent's
qualified purchasing agent certification.
5:34-5.3

Absence of qualified purchasing agent

If at any point in time the qualified purchasing agent is unable to exercise the authority,
responsibility and accountability of the contracting unit's purchasing function the bid
threshold shall revert to the lower statutory bid threshold level not requiring qualified
purchasing agent status, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3 and 18A:18A-3, until a qualified
purchasing agent is able to assume the purchasing functions.
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SUBCHAPTER 6. EMERGENCY PURCHASES AND CONTRACTS
5:34-6.1

General requirements

(a)
The use of emergency purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7
shall be subject to the following requirements:
1. An actual or imminent emergency must exist requiring the immediate delivery
of the goods or the performance of the service;
2. As soon as reasonably possible, but within three days of declaring the
emergency, the chief school administrator of a board of education shall notify
the superintendent of education for the county of the nature of the emergency
and the estimated needs for goods and services necessary to respond to it;
3. The emergency purchasing procedure may not be used unless the need for the
goods or services could not have been reasonably foreseen or the need for
such goods or services has arisen notwithstanding a good faith effort on the
part of the contracting unit to plan for the purchase of any goods or services
required by the contracting unit;
4. The contract shall be of such limited duration as to meet only the immediate
needs of the emergency; and
5. Under no circumstances shall the emergency purchasing procedure be used to
enter into a multi-year contract.
(b)
The governing body of each contracting unit shall adopt rules or regulations as
appropriate to the contracting unit to ensure that there is a procedure for determining and
confirming the existence of an emergency and that the provisions for emergency
purchasing pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6 or 18A:18A-7 may be implemented. Such
rules or regulations shall include such provisions that ensure that if initially designated
individuals are not available, there is a designated chain of command to ensure that there
are always appropriate individuals available to make such decisions.
5:34-6.2

(Reserved)

5:34-6.3

(Reserved)
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SUBCHAPTER 7. COOPERATIVE PURCHASING
5:34-7.1

Applicability and authority

(a)

The rules in this subchapter shall be known as the Cooperative Purchasing Rules.

(b)

These rules shall apply to all contracting units.

(c)
This subchapter is adopted under the authority of P.L. 1999, c. 440 (N.J.S.A.
40A:11-11).
(d)
Copies of all cooperative purchasing forms are available from the Division of
Local Government Services at PO Box 803, Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0803 or at the
Division's web site at www.state.nj.us/dca/lgspages/dcadlgs/htm.
(e)
When the lead agency of a cooperative pricing system, joint purchasing system or
regional cooperative pricing system established and properly registered with the Division
is a board of education or educational service commission the provision and performance
of goods and services shall be conducted pursuant to the Public School Contracts Law
(N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1 et seq.). All other lead agencies shall follow the Local Public
Contracts Law (N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq.).
(f)
Boards of education as defined in N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-2 that pursue joint
purchasing as described in N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-11 shall be subject to the rules set forth in
this subchapter.
5:34-7.2

Definitions

The following words and terms used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
"Application" means the forms and all supporting documents for creation, amendment or
renewal of a cooperative purchasing system.
"Commodity resale system" means a purchasing system in which a local contracting unit
purchases either gasoline, diesel fuel, snow removal chemicals, public works materials
and supplies, including road and roadway construction materials, or any other such
materials as may be approved by the Director for its own consumption and then sells all
or a portion thereof to another local contracting unit.
"Contracting unit" means any county; municipality; board of education; or any board,
commission, committee, authority or agency, which is not a State board, commission or
committee, authority or agency, and which has administrative jurisdiction over any
district, project, or facility, included or operating in whole or in part within the territorial
boundaries of any county or municipality which exercises functions which are
appropriate for the exercise by one or more units of local government or board of
education and which has statutory power to make purchases and enter into contracts
awarded by a contracting agent for the provision or performance of goods or services.
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"Cooperative purchasing system" means a cooperative pricing system, joint purchasing
system, commodity resale system, county cooperative contract purchasing system or
regional cooperative pricing system which has been approved and registered pursuant to
this subchapter.
"County cooperative contract purchasing system" means a cooperative purchasing
system that shall only be formed by a county and in which the county advertises for bids
and awards a contract to the successful vendor.
"Energy" means gas supply service or gas related service or electric generation service or
electric related service as set forth in the Electric Discount and Energy Competition Act
(P.L. 1999, c.23) and the Interim Government Energy Aggregation Program Standards
promulgated by the Board of Public Utilities on June 24, 1999.
"Form CCCP-1917" means Request For Registration Or Modification of a County
Cooperative Contract Purchasing System which contains the following information:
action requested; name of the county cooperative contract purchasing system; name of
contract, address, and phone number of lead agency; and certification of compliance with
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq.
"Form CP-2001" means Request For Registration Or Modification of a Cooperative
Purchasing System which contains the following information: action requested; name of
cooperative purchasing system; name of contact, address, and phone number of lead
agency; name of participating contracting units affected by request; and certification of
compliance with N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq. and 18A:18A-1 et seq., as appropriate.
"Form CP-2060" means a Request for Registration or Modification of a Commodity
Resale System which contains the following information: action requested, identification
of the lead agency (seller), participating contracting units (purchaser) and commodity
being resold.
"Joint purchasing system" means a cooperative purchasing system in which the lead
agency serves as the purchasing agent for the membership of the system with all of the
duties and responsibilities attendant thereto. The lead agency advertises for bids and
awards a single contract to a vendor providing for the payment to the contractor for its
own needs and for the needs of the participating registered members of the system. The
only contractual relationship is between the lead agency and the vendor.
"Lead agency" means the contracting unit which is responsible for the management of the
cooperative purchasing system.
"Regional cooperative pricing system" means a cooperative pricing system composed of
two or more registered cooperative pricing systems and their participating contracting
units which have agreed to join together for the provision and performance of goods and
services, including the purchase of energy.
"Registered member" means a contracting unit which has been approved by the Director
for participation in a cooperative purchasing system.
"Snow removal chemicals" means snow grits, calcium chloride (rock salt), sand or similar
substance used for deicing or improving vehicular traction on snow or ice covered
roadways.
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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5:34-7.3

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system creation

(a)
Two or more contracting units may join together to form a cooperative pricing
system or a joint purchasing system for the provision and performance of goods and
services.
(b)
The contracting unit designated as the lead agency shall authorize the creation of
the system by resolution. The authorizing resolution shall identify the system established
as either a joint purchasing system or a cooperative pricing system.
(c)
Motions made, carried, and recorded in the written minutes of a business meeting
of a board of education shall be considered to be the same as a resolution.
5:34-7.4

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system formal
agreement

(a)
A cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system shall be based on a
formal agreement entered into between the lead agency and each contracting unit. Each
agreement shall be authorized by resolution.
(b)

At a minimum, the formal agreement shall include the following:
1. Reference to the authorizing statute;
2. Identification of the type of purchasing system;
3. Description of the items of the goods and services to be purchased;
4. The manner of advertising for bids and of awarding contracts;
5. Clear and specific assignment of responsibilities, duties and rights of all
contracting units;
6. Provision for any sharing of administrative costs and/or payment for goods
and services purchased, together with any necessary standards of
performance;
7. Length of the agreement not to exceed 5 years pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:347.5(f);
8. The name of the lead agency for the system:
i.

As an option, the responsibility of serving as lead agency may
rotate, at the most once a year, among the registered members.
Provision for this rotation shall be included in the agreement;

ii.

Rotation of lead agency responsibilities among registered
members shall not invalidate contracts or purchase orders with
contractors that are in effect at the time of rotation;

iii.

The Director shall be notified in writing within 30 days of any
change in the lead agency; and
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9. A requirement that the system identifier shall appear on all documentation
related to purchases made through the system, including bidding documents,
purchase orders, vouchers, contracts and records.
5:34-7.5

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system registration

(a)
A cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system shall be subject to
registration with and approval by the Director.
(b)
The lead agency of a proposed system shall apply to the Director on behalf of the
system's participating contracting units.
(c)

Applications shall be made on Form CP-2001.

(d)
The Director shall act upon the application within the time provided for review
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.28.
(e)
In reviewing the application, the Director shall utilize the following criteria, as
established by N.J.S.A. 40A:11-11:
1. Provision for maintaining adequate records and orderly procedures to
facilitate audit and efficient administration;
2. Adequacy of public disclosure of such actions as are taken by the participants;
3. Adequacy of procedures to facilitate compliance with all provisions of the
Local Public Contracts Law, Public School Contracts Law and corresponding
rules; and
4. Clarity of provisions to assure that the responsibilities of the respective parties
are understood.
(f)
Approval shall be for a period not to exceed five years, and shall be limited to the
terms, participants and scope of services presented for approval. Any subsequent changes
shall be submitted to the Director on Form CP- 2001.
(g)
The lead agency shall notify the Director in writing of a decision to terminate the
registration of the system prior to its approved expiration date.
5:34-7.6

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system membership
registration

(a)
A contracting unit may apply for membership in an approved cooperative
purchasing system by passage of a resolution and executing a formal agreement with the
lead agency.
(b)
The lead agency shall apply to the Director for approval on behalf of the proposed
new member on Form CP-2001.
(c)
The Director shall act upon the application within the time provided for review
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.28.
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(d)
Participation in the system for all registered members terminates on the system
expiration date assigned by the Director.
(e)
The lead agency shall notify the Director in writing within five days of the
withdrawal of any registered member from an approved cooperative purchasing system.
(f)
A registered member which has formally terminated its participation in an
approved cooperative purchasing system, may renew its membership by following the
procedure defined in this section.
(g)
A registered member of a cooperative purchasing system shall retain membership
in a system until the member formally withdraws from participation or the system is
dissolved.
5:34-7.7

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system identifier

(a)
The Director shall assign an alpha-numeric system identifier to each cooperative
pricing system or joint purchasing system at the time of its approval.
(b)
The system identifier shall be included on all bidding documents, purchase orders,
vouchers, contracts and records relating to the operations of the approved cooperative
purchasing system.
5:34-7.8

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system renewal

(a)
Documents requesting the renewal of the registration of a cooperative pricing
system or joint purchasing system shall be submitted to the Director for review and
approval prior to the date set by the Director for the expiration of the system's
registration.
(b)

The lead agency shall authorize the renewal of the system by resolution.

(c)
The lead agency shall apply to the Director on behalf of its membership for
system renewal for a period not to exceed five years.
(d)

The renewal application package shall at a minimum include the following:
1. Form CP-2001;
2. Lead agency resolution reauthorizing the system; and
3. A list of the current membership of the System.

(e)
The time for the review-approval period shall commence only upon the
determination by the Director that the application for system renewal is complete.
(f)
The lead agency shall notify the Director in writing of a decision not to renew the
system's registration.
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5:34-7.9

Cooperative pricing system or joint purchasing system administrative
responsibilities

(a)
Upon approval of system registration and annually thereafter either on the
anniversary of the registration of the system or in January of each succeeding year, the
lead agency shall publish in its official newspaper a notice similar in content to the
following:
Notice of Cooperative Purchasing
(Name of lead agency) acts as lead agency in a cooperative
purchasing agreement in cooperation with (list number) registered
members. Under this system, the (name of lead agency) solicits
competitive bids for certain items purchased by registered
members. This is a (specify, joint purchasing system or
cooperative pricing system) as defined and regulated by N.J.A.C.
5:34-7. Interested citizens or vendors may obtain information
regarding the manner of operation of this system by contacting
(name, address and phone number of lead agency). System
Identifier _______, approved by the New Jersey Division of Local
Government Services through (expiration date of the system).
(b)
Prior to the advertisement for bids, a registered member may request a review
copy of the bid specifications.
(c)

Before seeking bids, the lead agency shall obtain from the registered members:
1. In the case of a joint purchasing system, the exact quantity of goods to be
provided or services to be performed that the lead agency shall purchase for
the registered members.
2. In the case of a cooperative pricing system, the estimated quantities that each
registered member proposes to contract for during the life of the master
contract.

(d)
The lead agency of a joint purchasing system shall disclose in the specifications,
the quantities and details of delivery required.
(e)
The lead agency of a cooperative pricing system shall include in the specifications
lead agency requirements, stated in definite quantities; and registered member
requirements, stated as individual estimated needs.
1. The specification shall list the registered members who have submitted
estimates, their delivery address, their estimated maximum quantities and
other relevant information to permit the bidder to understand what is
potentially involved.
(f)
The lead agency in a joint purchasing system and the individual registered
members in a cooperative pricing system shall be responsible for compliance with the
change order requirements of N.J.A.C. 5:34-4.
(g)
Each registered member may, by resolution, provide for and authorize payment in
advance for estimated administrative costs to be paid to the lead agency for a joint
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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purchasing or cooperative pricing system. Such administrative costs shall be budgeted by
the lead agency as a Special Item of Revenue offset with appropriations.
(h)
No contract shall be made by any registered member for a price which exceeds
any other price available to the registered member.
5:34-7.10
(a)

Cooperative purchasing system requirement for bids

Each request for bids shall contain the following:
1. Language requiring uniform bid price(s) for both the lead agency and
registered members. A provision with respect to the registered members shall
be included substantially as follows:
REQUIREMENTS OF REGISTERED MEMBERS
[ ] Check here if willing to provide the goods or services herein bid upon
to registered members of the (System Name and System Identifier) who
have submitted estimates, without substitution or deviation from
specifications, size, features, quality, price or availability as herein set
forth. It is understood that orders will be placed directly by the registered
members identified herein by separate contract, subject to the overall
terms of the master contract to be awarded by the (name of the lead
agency), and that no additional service or delivery charges will be allowed
except as permitted by these specifications.
[ ] Check here if not willing to extend prices to registered members of the
(System Name and System Identifier) who have submitted estimates as
described above. It is understood that this will not adversely affect
consideration of this bid with respect to the needs of (name of the lead
agency).
2. A statement as to the procedure to be followed in the event that the lowest
responsible bidder, in the bid document, declines to extend prices to the
registered members who submitted estimates. Examples of such procedures
include:
i.

The contract for the stated needs of the lead agency will be
awarded to the lowest responsible bidder, and new bids will be
sought and a master contract subsequently awarded with respect
to the needs of the registered members who have submitted
estimates;

ii.

The contract for the needs of the lead agency will be awarded to
the lowest responsible bidder, and a master contract for the
registered members who have submitted estimates will be
awarded to the next lowest bidder whose bid agrees to extend
prices; or
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iii.

The contract for the needs of the lead agency will be awarded, all
other bids shall be rejected and no further bids will be sought by
the lead agency on behalf of the registered members who have
submitted estimates.

(b)
The master contract shall state that the bid prices may be extended to registered
members who have not submitted estimates prior to the advertisement for bids with the
written approval of the lead agency and the contractor.
(c)
A statement as to whether or not insurance certificates and/or performance bonds
are necessary.
5:34-7.11

Cooperative pricing system financial and contractual details

(a)

The lead agency shall certify the funds available for its own needs.

(b)

The master contract executed shall provide for the following:
1. The quantities ordered for the lead agency's own needs; and
2. The estimated aggregate quantities to be ordered by the registered members
who submitted estimates, subject to the specifications and prices set forth in
the master contract.

(c)
The lead agency shall supply the registered members of the cooperative pricing
system who have submitted estimates, the name of the successful bidder, prices awarded
and the contract identification number. A registered member may request a copy of the
specifications. Each registered member who submitted estimates may then order directly
from the vendor. If the cost of the order is under the bid threshold, and if the contracting
agent is authorized to do so, then the contracting agent may issue a purchase order,
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3a or 18A:18A-3a, as appropriate. If the cost of the order
exceeds the bid threshold, then the contract must be awarded by resolution of the
governing body in accordance with N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4a or 18A:18A-4a, as appropriate.
The system identifier shall be affixed to each purchase order or contract and shown on all
forms pertaining thereto.
(d)
Registered members who submit estimates shall not issue orders and contractors
shall not make deliveries, that deviate from the specifications or price as set forth in the
master contract.
5:34-7.12

Cooperative pricing system use of pre-existing contracts

(a)
A registered member of a cooperative pricing system which has not submitted
estimates to the lead agency before the advertisement for bids may participate in the
resulting contract for that particular item only with the prior written approval of the lead
agency and the contractor.
(b)
A contracting unit which is not a registered member of a cooperative pricing
system at the time of the awarding of a contract may participate in the contract once it has
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become a registered member of the system and has received the written approval of the
lead agency and the contractor.
(c)

This section shall not apply to joint purchasing systems.

5:34-7.13

Regional cooperative pricing system

(a)
Two or more registered cooperative pricing systems may join together for the
provision and performance of goods and services, including the purchasing of energy.
The registered membership of each individual cooperative pricing system shall be
deemed to be a member of the regional cooperative pricing system upon submission to
the Director a list of the membership of each system comprising the regional cooperative
pricing system.
(b)
Registration of a regional cooperative pricing system shall be pursuant to the
requirements set forth in N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.5.
(c)
When a municipality which has aggregated its residents or business customers for
gas supply service or electric generation service becomes a member of a regional
cooperative pricing system for the purpose of purchasing energy, it shall simultaneously
notify the lead agency of the cooperative pricing system of which it is a member and the
lead agency of the regional cooperative pricing system of the participation of its
residential or business customers and their respective energy supply demands.
5:34-7.14

Joint purchasing systems financial and contractual details, exclusive
of boards of education

(a)
The financial and contractual details set forth in this section shall apply only to
contracting units subject to the requirements of the Local Public Contracts Law (N.J.S.A.
40A:11-1 et seq.). Boards of education shall be subject to the financial and contractual
details set forth in the Public School Contracts Law (N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1.1 et seq.) and
the administrative requirements contained in N.J.A.C. 6:20.
(b)
In the case of a joint purchasing system, the lead agency shall comply with the
certification of funds requirement of N.J.A.C. 5:30-5 with respect to the full amount of
the contract and Division of Local Government Services' requirements for Encumbrance
Accounting Systems.
(c)
The funds of the lead agency applicable to its own share of the contract to be
awarded shall be charged to regular appropriations in its budget.
(d)
Prior to handling the funds of the other registered members, the lead agency shall
request approval of the Director for a Dedication by Rider pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:4-39,
entitled "Receipts from Other Agencies participating in the (Name of System) joint
purchasing system, System Identifier _______." In order to meet the statutory
requirement that expenditures under a Rider may be made only in accordance with the
availability of funds, the following steps shall be taken:
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1. Prior to the award of contract, the chief financial officer of each registered
member (other than the lead agency) shall issue a certificate of available
funds, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 5:30-5.
2. The contracting agent of each registered member, with authorization by
resolution of the governing body if over the statutory bid limit, shall issue a
purchase order to the lead agency together with a copy of its certification of
available funds.
3. The lead agency shall, in accordance with N.J.A.C. 5:30-5, issue its own
certificate, covering the full amount of the proposed contract including both
its own share and those of the registered members. The certificate shall be
conditional with respect to the amounts due from the registered members so
that the certificate shall read in part as in the following example:
$5,000 From (Lead Agency) appropriation number 207, Road Department,
Other Expenses.
$2,000 Due from (Name of registered member) pursuant to its purchase order
number 70243 and Certification of Available Funds dated _______, (Lead
Agency) Dedication by Rider Account Number 7.
$1,000 Due from (Name of registered member) per its purchase order Number
A- 402 and Certification of Available Funds dated _______, (Lead Agency)
Dedication by Rider Account Number 7.
$8,000 Total Certified.
4. The lead agency shall then award the total contract to the successful bidder.
5. The lead agency shall not advance funds of its own to cover the purchase on
behalf of the registered members but shall make payments only upon receipt
of the funds. Payments to the lead agency shall be made promptly in
accordance with an agreed-upon schedule, which may include making
payment to the lead agency in advance of receipt of goods. The voucher
providing for the advance payment shall indicate:
"Transfer of funds to (name of lead agency) as cash advance to enable it to
purchase the following on behalf of (name of registered member) as Lead
Agency in (name of joint purchasing system), System Identifier _______."
"(Then list what is to be purchased.)"
6. Funds received by the lead agency as advances from registered members shall
be:
i.

Placed in a separate bank account established within the Rider
and held in trust for the purpose of permitting the lead agency to
serve as contracting agent for the awarding of joint purchasing
contracts;

ii.

Used only for the payment of actual bills to the contractors
pursuant to the overall joint purchasing agreement; and
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iii.

5:34-7.15

Returned immediately to the registered member upon any
determination that the full amount is not needed for payments as
initially expected.

Commodity resale system registration

(a)
A contracting unit which purchases gasoline, diesel fuel or snow removal
chemicals, public works materials and supplies, including road and roadway construction
materials or any other such materials as may be approved by the Director directly from a
vendor for its own consumption, may resell a portion of that commodity to another local
contracting unit.
(b)
All commodity resale systems shall be subject to an initial registration with and
approval by the Director. In reviewing the application, the Director shall utilize the
criteria set forth in N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.5(e).
(c)

Approval shall be for a period not to exceed five years.

(d)
The lead agency of the proposed system shall apply to the Director on behalf of
the other participating unit(s).
(e)

Application shall be made on Form CP-2060.

(f)

The lead agency shall authorize the creation of the resale system by resolution.

(g)
The lead agency acting on behalf of itself and any participating contracting unit
shall at the time of initial system registration or when a new member is added to the
system, submit to the Director a copy of the purchase agreement or contract between the
units and all confirming resolutions.
(h)

The Director shall act upon the application pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:34- 7.10.

(i)
Any change in the status of the system, the addition or deletion of a member or
commodity, shall be submitted by the lead agency to the Director on Form CP-2060.
(j)
The Director shall be notified in writing by the lead agency within 10 days of any
change in the status of the commodity resale system.
5:34-7.16

Commodity resale system renewal

(a)
Documents requesting the renewal of the registration of a commodity resale
system shall be submitted to the Director for review and approval 45 days prior to the
date set by the Director for the expiration of the system's registration.
(b)
The lead agency shall apply to the Director for renewal of the Commodity Resale
System for a period not to exceed five years.
(c)

The renewal package shall include the following:
1. Form CP-2060;
2. The lead agency resolution reauthorizing the system; and
3. A list of the current membership of the system.
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(d)
The time for the review-approval period shall commence upon the determination
by the Director that the application for system renewal is complete.
(e)
The lead agency shall notify the Director in writing of a decision not to renew the
system's registration.
5:34-7.17

Accounting requirements for commodity resale systems

(a)
The accounting requirements set forth in this section shall apply only to
contracting units subject to the requirements of the Local Public Contracts Law (N.J.S.A.
40A:11-1 et seq.). Boards of education shall be subject to the financial and contractual
details set forth in the Public School Contracts Law (N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1.1 et seq.) and
the administrative requirements contained in N.J.A.C. 6:20.
(b)
Expenditure of lead agency funds applicable to its own use of the commodity
shall be charged to current fund appropriations in its annual budget.
(c)
The lead agency shall request approval of the Director for a Dedication by Rider
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:4-39, entitled "Receipts from Other Agencies participating in
the (Name of System) Commodity Resale System, System Identifier." In order to meet
the statutory requirement that expenditures under a Rider may be made only in
accordance with the availability of funds, the following steps shall be taken:
1. The authorized contracting agent of each registered member shall issue a
purchase order to the lead agency, together with a copy of its certification of
available funds, and resolution of the governing body if projected
expenditures exceed the statutory bid threshold;
2. The lead agency, at agreed upon intervals, shall submit to the participating
members of the system an invoice for the amount of the commodity
consumed. Payments to the lead agency shall be made by appropriation in the
annual budget; and
3. Funds received by the lead agency from registered members shall be:
i.
Placed in a bank account established by Rider and held in trust;
and
ii.
Used only for the payment or purchase of the resale commodity
consumed.
5:34-7.18

Energy aggregation

(a)
A municipality may provide energy supply to residents and businesses situated
within its territorial boundaries.
(b)
A county government may enter into a contract for a government energy
aggregation program only if one or more constituent municipalities in the county adopt
an ordinance authorizing the county to enter into such a contract.
(c)
A county government energy aggregation program shall only be conducted for
residential and business customers located within the constituent municipalities that have
approved participation in the county's government aggregation program.
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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(d)
Only counties and municipalities acting pursuant to the conditions set forth in this
chapter may aggregate residential and business customers for gas supply or for electric
generation services.
(e)
A cooperative pricing system undertaking energy aggregation in which the lead
agency is not a county or municipality and the membership includes a mix of local
contracting units including municipalities and counties, shall not include municipalities
and counties who seek to provide energy to residents and businesses.
5:34-7.19

Cooperative purchasing of energy

(a)
Two or more contracting units may join together to form a cooperative pricing
system for the sole specific purpose of purchasing energy, or an existing registered
cooperative purchasing system may add energy as a commodity to be purchased,
pursuant to the Electric Discount and Energy Competition Act (P.L. 1999, c.23) and the
Interim Government Energy Aggregation Program Standards promulgated by the Board
of Public Utilities.
(b)
The purchase of energy shall be subject to the terms and conditions of the bid
specifications and a master contract. The specifications shall be drafted pursuant to
Section 4.1a and 4.1b, Bidding Specifications of the Interim Government Energy
Aggregation Program Standards promulgated by the Board of Public Utilities.
(c)
Take and pay contracts for the purchase of energy where the government
aggregator commits to pay for a certain amount of energy, whether or not the energy is
actually received or used by the government aggregator or participants in a cooperative
pricing system are specifically prohibited.
5:34-7.20

Binding estimate option

Notwithstanding any of the restrictions or conditions set forth in this chapter, the lead
agency of a cooperative purchasing system shall determine prior to the solicitation of bids
whether the estimates submitted by a duly registered member of the system shall be
considered firm and binding or a member may withdraw its estimate even after a supplier
has been selected. The mechanism for determining systemwide consensus shall be the
responsibility of the lead agency.
5:34-7.21

County cooperative contract purchasing system creation

(a)
Only a county may establish a county cooperative contract purchasing system.
The county, at it discretion and with the approval of the vendor, may permit contracting
units located within the county's geographic boundaries to procure the provision and
performance of goods and services for their own needs, subject to the specifications,
terms and conditions set forth in the contract awarded by the county.
(b)
A county shall authorize the establishment of a county cooperative contract
purchasing system by resolution.
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5:34-7.22

County cooperative contract purchasing system registration

(a)
A county cooperative contract purchasing system shall be subject to registration
with and approval by the Director.
(b)

Application for registration shall be made on CCCP-1917.

(c)
The Director shall act upon the application within the time provided for review
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.28.
(d)
In reviewing the application, the Director shall utilize the following criteria, as
established by N.J.S.A. 40A:11-11(5):
1. Provision for maintaining adequate records and orderly procedures to
facilitate audit and efficient administration;
2. Adequacy of public disclosure of such actions taken by the lead agency;
3. Adequacy of procedures to facilitate compliance with all provisions of the
Local Public Contracts Law and corresponding rules; and
4. Clarity of provision to assure that the responsibilities of the respective parties
are understood.
(e)
Approval shall be for a period not to exceed five years, and shall be limited to the
terms and scope of services presented for approval. Any subsequent changes shall be
submitted to the Director on Form CCCP-1917 for county cooperative contract
purchasing system.
(f)
A county shall notify the Director in writing of a decision to terminate the
registration of the system.
5:34-7.23

County cooperative contract purchasing system identifier

(a)
The Director shall assign a system identifier to each county cooperative contract
purchasing system at the time of its approval.
(b)
The identifier shall be included on all contracts, purchase orders, bidding
documents, vouchers and records relating to the operations of the county cooperative
contract purchasing system.
(c)
The identifier shall be provided to each local contracting unit purchasing under
the terms and conditions of a contract awarded by the county as a county cooperative
contract purchasing system. The participating contracting units shall include the system
identifier on all contracts, purchase orders, documents, vouchers and records relating to
the purchases made through a county cooperative contract purchasing system.
5:34-7.24

County cooperative contract purchasing system administrative
responsibilities

(a)
Upon approval of a county cooperative contract purchasing system registration
and annually thereafter either on the anniversary of the registration of the system or in
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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January of each succeeding year, the lead agency shall publish in its official newspaper a
notice similar in content to the following:
Notice of County Cooperative Contract Purchasing System
The County of (name of county) acts as lead agency in a county
cooperative contract purchasing system. Under this system, the County
solicits competitive bids for certain items to be purchased. Local
contracting units within the county may purchase under the terms and
conditions of selected contracts awarded by the County without the
necessity of securing formal bids. This is a county cooperative contract
purchasing system as defined and regulated by N.J.A.C. 5:34-7. Interested
citizens or vendors may obtain information regarding the manner of
operation of this system by contacting (name, address and phone number
of system contact). The System Name Is _______. The System Identifier
is: _______. The Systems' establishment was approved by the Director of
the Division of Local Government Services and has an expiration date of
(expiration date).
(b)
The county shall make the contract number available to any contracting unit
within the county which seeks to purchase under the terms of a contract awarded by the
county.
(c)
A county managing a county cooperative contract purchasing system shall include
in the specifications the county's own requirements, stated in definite quantities. The
county shall identify the contracting units which may purchase under the terms of the
contract if awarded.
5:34-7.25

County cooperative contract purchasing system county requirement
for bids

(a)
Each request for bids to be included in the county cooperative contract purchasing
system by the county shall contain the following:
1. Language requiring uniform bid price(s) for both the county and registered
members. A provision with respect to the registered members shall be
included substantially as follows:
ACCOMMODATION OF LOCAL CONTRACTING UNITS WITHIN THE COUNTY
OF (Name of County)
[ ] Check here if willing to provide the goods and services herein bid upon to local
governmental contracting units located within the County of (insert name of
county) (System Name and Identifier) without substitution or deviation from
specifications, size features, quality, price or availability as herein set forth. It is
understood that orders will be placed directly by the contracting units, subject to
the overall terms of the contract to be awarded by the County of (name of the
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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county), and that no additional service or delivery charges will be allowed except
as permitted by these specifications.
[ ] Check here if not willing to extend prices to contracting units located in the
County of (name of county) affect consideration of this bid with respect to the
needs of (name of the lead agency).
2. A statement as to the procedure to be followed in the event that the lowest
responsible bidder declines to extend prices to the registered members. The
contract for the stated needs of the county will be awarded to the lowest
responsible bidder, and specifically not made available to contracting units
within the county.
5:34-7.26

County cooperative contract purchasing system renewal

(a)
Documents requesting the renewal of the registration of a county cooperative
contract purchasing system shall be submitted to the Director for review and approval
prior to the date set by the Director for the expiration of the system's registration.
(b)

The county shall authorize the renewal of the system by resolution.

(c)
The county shall apply to the Director for system renewal for a period not to
exceed five years.
(d)

The renewal application package shall at a minimum include the following:
1. Form CCCP-1917; and
2. County resolution reauthorizing the system.

(e)
The 10-day period for the review and approval of the renewal of a county
cooperative contract purchasing system registration shall commence only upon the
determination by the Director that the application renewal is complete.
(f)
The county shall notify the Director in writing of a decision not to renew the
system's registration.
5:34-7.27

Member reports

At the discretion of the lead agency for a cooperative purchasing system, county
cooperative contract purchasing system and any energy cooperative pricing system,
participants shall file such reports, forms or documents designated by the lead agency,
setting forth the use and expenditures related to contracts executed by the participants of
the cooperative purchasing system. Such reports may be used to track and evaluate the
utilization of the contracts executed by the lead agency on behalf of the participants.
5:34-7.28
(a)

Time for review-all systems

The Director shall approve or reject all applications within 45 days.
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(b)
The 45 day review period shall commence only upon the determination by the
Director that the application is complete.
(c)
Failure of the Director to act upon an application within 45 days shall constitute a
default approval of the application for a period of five years or in the case of new
membership, until the date previously approved by the Director for the termination of
system registration pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.5(f).
5:34-7.29

The State of New Jersey's cooperative purchasing program

(a)
The system identifier of 1 NJCP shall represent the State of New Jersey
Cooperative Purchasing Program administered by the Division of Purchase and Property
within the Department of the Treasury. This identifier shall be used by all contracting
units purchasing under the Division of Purchase and Property's Cooperative Purchasing
Program.
(b)
Participation in the State Cooperative Purchasing (Pricing) Program does not
require a formal agreement with the Division of Purchase and Property, nor is approval of
the Director required.
(c)
Contracts awarded under a State Cooperative Purchasing contract that are in
excess of the contracting units bid threshold shall be made by resolution of the governing
body. A resolution of the governing body shall not be required for State Cooperative
Purchasing contracts for textbooks or other educational material that were previously
approved by a board of education as part of the board's adopted curriculum policies.
(d)
The terms and conditions of the contracts awarded by the State Division of
Purchase and Property shall be binding upon the contracting unit and the vendor. When
using a State contract, contracting units are not entitled to any bonding or indemnification
protection that is provided to the State unless specifically extended to the contracting unit
by the vendor. A vendor is not required to extend such protections, but may do so upon
agreement with the contracting unit.
(e)
A correctly prepared and properly executed purchase order by a contracting unit
shall serve as a contract between the contracting unit and a contractor awarded a contract
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-12 or 18A:18A-10. In addition to the system identifier, each
purchase order shall include the State contract number on which the purchase is based.
5:34-7.30

Application of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(4) or 18A:18A-5e: purchases at 10
percent less than State contract price

(a)
In applying the provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(4) or 18A:18A-5e, the purpose of
purchasing identical materials, supplies or equipment, in the same quantities, under a
State contract without public bidding, the following conditions shall apply. For the
purpose of this section, the term contract item shall mean the item being purchased that is
the identical material, supply or equipment.
1. Quotations for the contract item shall not be received from any vendor to
whom the State contract has been awarded and where such vendor has agreed
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to extend the contract pricing for the item to local contracting units pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 52:25-16.1.
2. When a State contract includes different prices based on the quantity or
volume purchased, the contracting unit shall be based on quotations for
identical quantity or volume levels.
3. Terms and conditions of the State contract, as found in the Notice of Award
related to length of contract, warranty, delivery and spotting terms, supply,
costs, payment terms, installation and other related items (except boding and
indemnification provisions) are met by the vendor providing the quotation.
4. If the specification for a contract item in a Notice of Award includes a specific
manufacturer's brand and model number, quotations shall be based on the
same manufacturer's brand and model number.
5. If the specification for a contract item in a Notice of Award for the contract
item is based on a performance specification, the contracting agent may
receive quotations reflecting different manufacturer's brand and models, and
when making the contract award, the contracting agent shall certify in writing
that the item being purchased is identical to or exceeds the specification of the
contract item.
6. Only those options or alternatives that are provided for in a Notice of Award
may be purchased by a contracting unit. The addition of non-included options
or alternates as a part of a contract award under this section is prohibited.
5:34-7.31

Authority of Director

(a)
The Director shall take whatever additional action deemed advisable to assure the
orderly conduct of cooperative purchasing systems in accordance with sound financial
administration in accordance with statutory responsibilities.
(b)
The Director shall prepare such guidelines as determined necessary to assist
contracting units in the creation and administration of cooperative purchasing systems.
5:34-7.32

Enforcement

(a)
All cooperative purchasing systems shall comply with the provisions of these
rules at all times. The lead agency of any cooperative purchasing system deemed by the
Director to be in noncompliance shall be notified by certified mail. The lead agency shall
explain in writing within 10 working days the steps being taken to correct the
noncompliance. Failure of the lead agency to respond within the time provided shall
result in the notification to the lead agency by the Director by certified mail to appear
before the Director, or his or her designee. Notice shall be given at least 10 working days
prior to the date of appearance and shall detail the nature of the alleged noncompliance.
Failure to appear may result in the suspension or termination of the registration of the
system.
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(b)
No later than five days after an appearance required herein, the Director shall
issue a written determination on the issue of regulatory compliance. A copy of the
determination shall be forwarded by certified mail to the lead agency.
(c)
A determination of noncompliance shall result in the immediate commencement
of a 15 day grace period. During this time, the lead agency shall rectify all items of
noncompliance, to the satisfaction of the Director.
(d)
Failure of the lead agency to undertake such action as required by the Director to
resolve the issue of noncompliance may result in the suspension or termination of the
registration of the system.

SUBCHAPTER 8. CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO PUBLIC BIDDING
5:34-8.1

Multi-year contracts

(a)
All multi-year contracts, including all multi-year leases and multi-year leases with
option to purchase which are authorized under N.J.S.A. 40A:11- 15(7), 40A:11-15(15) or
18A:18A-42(f), and other multi-year contracts subject to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15 and
18A:18A-42 for the procurement of goods or services shall be subject to competitive
bidding if the cumulative amount to be expended during the duration of the multi-year
lease or contract exceeds the threshold for competitive bidding for the contracting unit.
(b)
Pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15 or 18A:18A-42, a contract
award that was based upon receipt of quotations shall not be extended if the total value of
the contract exceeds the bid threshold, which includes the original award plus any
extension.
5:34-8.2

Determinations of aggregation

(a)
This section shall affect determinations of aggregation for purposes of whether a
contract is subject to public bidding as set forth in N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3, 40A:11-4 and
40A:11-7, and as set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:18A- 3, 18A:18A-4, and 18A:18A-8, and is
adopted pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-7.1 and 18A:18A-8.1. The provisions of this section
shall not apply to those goods or services where the work is single in character and for
those goods or services that are necessary for the completion of such a contract.
(b)
To determine if goods or services that are expected to be used will reach the bid
threshold during the contract year, the contracting agent or purchasing agent, as defined
at N.J.A.C. 5:34-1.2, shall use professional judgment based on prior experience of the
contracting unit, estimates and plans for the upcoming contract year based on information
such as the contracting unit's budget and purchasing history, and the amount purchased in
the previous contract year. When calculating the amount purchased in the previous
contract year, the calculation shall be based on the period of 12 consecutive months
following the award of a contract.
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(c)
To determine if goods or services that are expected to be used during a contract
year should be combined with other similar goods or services in a single bid, the
contracting agent or purchasing agent shall use the following methods or techniques as
may be appropriate:
1. The contracting agent or purchasing agent shall request the various
organizational components of the contracting unit to estimate and provide the
contracting agent or purchasing agent with their needs.
2. Based upon appropriate study and evaluation of the competitive marketplace,
the contracting agent or purchasing agent shall determine the range of goods
and services that are best suited for aggregation to maximize potential cost
savings and to maximize vendor participation. This can be accomplished by:
i.

Determining whether there are vendors capable of submitting
bids on a range of goods or services that are sufficiently similar;
or

ii.

Determining that commercial business practices related to the
provision or performance of the goods or services will result in a
price advantage to the contracting unit if the goods or services
were made part of a separate contract.

3. In considering if a particular good or service is subject to public bidding, the
amount of money spent with a given vendor shall not in itself be a
determining factor of reaching the threshold.
4. In determining if various expenditures are part of the same work or are similar
goods or services, the emphasis shall be placed on the purpose of the goods
and services rather than from whom they are purchased.
5. Where portions of any goods or services can be purchased through provision
of law that do not require the contracting unit to publicly bid, such as a State,
county, or cooperative purchasing contract, any remaining portions may be
counted as separate from the portion that is not required to be bid. Such
purchases may be considered as a separate aggregation calculation for the
purpose of reaching the bid threshold.
5:34-8.3

When determinations of aggregation are found to be incorrect

(a)
In each instance of (a)1 and 2 below, the amount required to be procured, is
hereinafter defined to be the "remaining amount." This section shall affect determinations
of aggregation pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3, 40A:11-4 and 40A:11-7, and as set forth in
N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-3, 18A:18A-4, and 18A:18A-8, and is adopted pursuant to N.J.S.A.
40A:11-7.1 and 18A:18A- 8.1 when:
1. Initial estimates of goods or services needed during the contract year are
incorrectly anticipated to be less than the bid threshold; or
2. Initial estimates of goods or services needed during the contract year that had
been exempt from public bidding are later found to be incorrect.
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(b)
When either of the conditions in (a)1 or 2 above exist, the provisions of this
section shall apply.
(c)
If the remaining amount exceeds the bid threshold, public bidding for the
remaining amount should take place as soon as practicable after the purchasing agent or
contracting agent becomes aware of the change in needs. (See chapter Appendix.)
(d)
Subject to the provisions of (d)1 and 2 below, the contracting agent or purchasing
agent may seek authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit
quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount. If the remaining amount is between 15
percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, then:
1. The governing body may designate in advance an elected official to determine
whether public bidding or the solicitation of quotations would be most
advantageous in these circumstances; or
2. If the governing body fails to designate an elected official, it retains the
responsibility to make the determination by resolution. (See chapter
Appendix.)
(e)
If the remaining amount to be procured by the contracting unit is less than 15
percent of its bid threshold, the contracting agent or purchasing agent may solicit
quotations for the remaining amount.
(f)
In seeking the governing body's or its designee's authorization to solicit quotations
under (d) and (e) above, the contracting agent or purchasing agent shall:
1. Certify to the governing body or its designee, as appropriate, the need for
additional goods and services;
2. Provide a description of how similar goods or services have been procured
during the contract year to date;
3. Obtain a resolution from the governing body or written approval from its
designee, as appropriate, approving the purchase; and
4. Provide a report of all procurements made under this section to the full
governing body.
(g)
No additional goods or services shall be procured through the solicitation of
quotations under (d) above until the resolution or written approval approving the
purchase has been passed by the governing body or in the case of a designated elected
official, other required form of written approval has been obtained. (See chapter
Appendix.)
(h)
If the actual need for goods or services that are publicly bid are found during the
course of the contract to be greater than the amount bid, the change order procedures set
forth in N.J.A.C. 5:30-11 or 6A:23-7.1 shall be used, as appropriate.
(i)
Contracts issued pursuant to this section shall include a reference to the
subsection under which the purchase is authorized.
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5:34-8.4

Intentional miscalculations to avoid public bidding

Under no circumstance shall a contracting unit avoid bidding by knowingly
miscalculating estimates, taking advantage of differences between contract year and
fiscal year, or using another mechanism or artifice intended to intentionally avoid public
bidding.
SUBCHAPTER 9. SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
5:34-9.1

Purchase of proprietary goods or services

(a)
In determining whether a good or service meets the definition of "proprietary" set
forth in N.J.S.A. 40A:11-2(39) or 18A:18A-2cc, the terms used in the definition of
"proprietary" shall be defined as follows:
1. "Specialized nature" means that the purpose to which the goods or services
will be used has such unique characteristics that only the goods or services of
a single vendor are capable of meeting the contracting unit's needs. The
following shall be considered as non-limiting examples of goods or services
that may, under appropriate conditions, meet the test of being of a specialized
nature:
i.

The use of a good or service other than the proprietary one will
undermine the functionality or operational performance of
existing facilities; or

ii.

The good or service is patented and the patented feature is
essential for operational performance.

2. "Necessary for the conduct of its affairs" means that the public need for the
proprietary designation is of such a compelling nature that the value to the
public that is gained by the proprietary designation overshadows the public
benefit of permitting "brand name or equivalent" and the benefits of such
competition. The following shall be considered as non-limiting examples of
goods or services that may, under appropriate conditions, meet the test of
being necessary for the conduct of its affairs:
i.

The contracting unit has a substantial investment in facilities,
training, replacement parts, or complimentary items that warrants
reliance on a specific manufacturer or vendor to maintain the
value of the investment.

ii.

Unique circumstances as to a facility or environment preclude
the use of other goods or services.

(b)
Prior to advertising for the receipt of bids that includes proprietary goods or
services, the contracting agent or purchasing agent shall certify in writing to the chief
executive officer of the contracting unit an explanation of why the goods or services are
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of a specialized nature and necessary for the conduct of the affairs of the local contracting
unit. The description shall not consist of rewriting or paraphrasing the statute or
regulations but shall be specific to the circumstances. Such certification shall be included
as part of the bid documents.
(c)
The resolution of the governing body required by N.J.S.A. 40A:11-13(d) or
18A:18A-15d shall include a description of why the goods or services are specialized in
nature and necessary for the conduct of the affairs of the contracting unit. The description
shall not consist of rewriting or paraphrasing the statute or regulations but shall be
specific to the circumstances.
(d)
When taken in context of computer systems or dedicated software, the use of the
proprietary designation shall be interpreted to allow for competition within the purposes
for which the software is to be used. The competitive contracting process at N.J.S.A.
40A:11-4.1 et seq. and 18A:18A-4.1 et seq. is intended to allow for competition where
there may be a limited number of vendors selling certain types of application software,
that is, financial, human resources, web site hosting, computerized telephone systems,
geographic information, police records, or computerized dispatch systems. The
competitive contracting process is not intended for those circumstances that involve
networking or telecommunications switching services.
5:34-9.2

Use of "brand name or equivalent" pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-13
and 18A:18A-15

(a)
To encourage free, open, and competitive bidding, prior to referencing a "brand
name or equivalent" in a bid specification pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-13 or 18A:18A15, a contracting agent or purchasing agent shall first consider using a specification based
on any of the following:
1. A standard issued by a national or international testing or standards setting
organization, including, but not limited to, the American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), International Standards
Organization (ISO), IEEE Industry Standards and Technology Organization
(IEEE- ISTO), any entity accredited to set standards by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI);
2. A generic specification available through a commercial or non-commercial
service such as MasterSpec® or similar service; or
3. Specialized programs such as a listing in the Building Products Pre Approval
Program maintained by the National Institute of Building Sciences.
(b)
A contracting agent or purchasing agent shall not use a "brand name or
equivalent" unless they have knowledge that at least one equal exists. If there are no
equals or if the nature of the brand name good or service effectively restricts bidders to
that single good or service, the contracting agent or purchasing agent must consider the
matter subject to the provisions of proprietary goods or services at N.J.A.C. 5:34-9.1.
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(c)
When a specification uses "brand name or equivalent," the listed brand name shall
serve as a reference or point of comparison for the functional or operational characteristic
desired for the good or service being requested. Where a bidder submits an equivalent, it
shall be the responsibility of the bidder to document the equivalence claim. Failure to
submit such documentation shall be grounds for rejection of the claim of equivalence.
(d)
Under no circumstance shall specifications require any form of "pre- approval" or
"pre-qualification" of an equivalent product before the submission of bids.
5:34-9.3

Cancellation or postponement of receipt of bids or proposals

(a)
Publicly announced receipt of bids or competitive contracting proposals shall be
considered cancelled when the contracting unit must amend or modify the bid
specifications and cannot meet the requirements of N.J.S.A. 40A:11- 23 and 18A:18A21. The following procedures shall be used in the event a contracting unit cancels the
receipt of publicly advertised bids or competitive contracting proposals:
1. All vendors who have either submitted bids or proposals, or received
specifications or request for proposals, shall be notified by telephone, fax, or
e-mail that the receipt thereof has been cancelled, the reason therefore, and
notification regarding the return of the unopened bids pursuant to this section.
2. The contracting unit shall allow vendors to retrieve bids or proposals that had
been:
i.

Submitted at or before the time of cancellation;

ii.

Previously sent but had not arrived by the time of cancellation; or

iii.

For those not picked up by a vendor within 10 business days of
being notified of their availability, the contracting unit shall
return them, unopened, by certified mail or other delivery service
that provides a delivery receipt.

3. On the day and time originally scheduled for receipt of bids or proposals, a
notice shall be posted at the place where bids were to have been received,
stating that the receipt of bids or proposals has been cancelled. No bids or
proposals are to be received at this time.
4. All advertisements for the receipt of rescheduled bids or proposals must
adhere to the requirements of N.J.S.A. 40A:11-23 or 18A:18A-21, as
appropriate to the contracting unit for the statutory number of days between
notice and when new bids or proposals can be received.
(b)
Publicly announced receipt of bids or competitive contracting proposals shall be
considered postponed when an unforeseen circumstance occurs that would affect or
prohibit the opening of bids or proposals. The opening of the bids or proposals must
occur within five days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, of the original date
of the receipt of bids or proposals. The following procedures shall be used in the event a
contracting unit must postpone the receipt of publicly advertised bids or competitive
contracting proposals:
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1. As soon as practicable, all vendors who have either submitted bids or
proposals, or received specifications or request for proposals, shall be notified
by telephone, fax, or e-mail that the receipt thereof has been postponed and
the reason therefore.
2. If possible, on the day and time originally scheduled for receipt of bids or
proposals, a notice shall be posted at the place where bids were to have been
received, stating that the receipt of bids or proposals has been postponed.
3. In the event of a postponement, no bids or proposals shall be opened.
5:34-9.4

Concessions

(a)
The Local Public Contracts Law, N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq., and the Public
School Contracts Law, N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1 et seq., define the term "concession" as the
granting of a license or right to act for or on behalf of the contracting unit, or to provide a
service requiring the approval or endorsement of the contracting unit, and which may or
may not involve a payment or exchange, or provision of services by or to the contracting
unit. In the case of the Public School Contracts Law, vending machines are specifically
excluded from the definition. Further, a concession is only subject to this section if it is
awarded to or supports a for-profit organization or purpose.
(b)
Concessions are specifically deemed to include, but are not limited to, the
following:
1. The right to publish a map, newsletter, directory, or calendar containing the
meeting schedules and other information about contracting unit services or
activities where the contractor sells advertising as full or partial payment for
providing the service;
2. Installation of "welcome to (name of entity)" signs on public property where a
local organization pays a fee to the sign manufacturer, who may or may not
make a payment to the contracting unit, and includes the name of the local
organization on the sign;
3. Use of public space or facilities (such as scoreboards, bus shelter or facility
advertising) for advertising in exchange for fees or services, or discounts on
services;
4. Installation of vending machines in public facilities (except for vending
machines in schools);
5. The donation, sale, installation, or maintenance of equipment or facilities for
use of the contracting unit;
6. The choice of a local or long distance telephone service for pay phones on
public property;
7. Copying machines in a government or library facility made available for
public use;
8. The right to sell goods or services on public property; or
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9. Other services, rights or use as may meet the definition of concession.
(c)
A concession shall not be deemed to include contributions of goods, services, or
financial support for the sponsorship of the celebration of public events where the
contributions offset in full or in part the cost of the specific event. For the purpose of
providing examples, such public events include, but are not limited to, seasonal
recreation programs, concert series, holiday celebrations, and tourism related programs.
In addition, vending machines in public facilities that are considered as protected speech
under the United States Constitution, such as newspapers, or facilities used for collection
of material being sent through a pickup and delivery service are not deemed to be a
concession.
(d)
Prior to commencing procurement of any concession, the governing body of the
contracting unit shall:
1. Obtain from legal counsel an opinion of the legality of procuring the
concession; and
2. Pass a resolution authorizing the procurement of a concession. The resolution
shall include:
i.

A description of the public need to award a concession;

ii.

The concession to be awarded;

iii.

The considerations, including the benefits and any risks the
governing body took into account in reaching the decision to
award a concession;

iv.

An estimate of the total value of the concession;

v.

If any, an estimate of any revenue or services to be received by
the contracting unit;

vi.

The basis of award of the concession is based upon the most
advantageous price and other factors or the lowest responsible
bidder;

vii.

An estimate of any costs to be incurred by the contracting unit as
part of the concession;

viii.

Any services, facilities, or endorsement to be provided by the
contracting unit; and

ix.

The method to be used to procure the concession pursuant to (g)
below.

(e)
The original legal opinion and resolution required in (d) above shall suffice for
purposes of the subsequent procurement of a particular concession where the entire
procurement process had been previously completed.
(f)
The total estimated value of the concession shall be considered as the aggregate
value in determining the procurement method that will be used. The concession shall be
awarded in accordance with the relevant procedure for the method used to procure the
concession. The total estimated value shall include all revenue, if any, that may be
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expected to be received by the concessionaire, which shall be deemed to include the
value of all payments, goods, and services received by the contracting unit. A specific
exception to this subsection shall be the use of bank automated teller machines or other
cash vending machines. The threshold for this service shall be based on the estimated
annual value of fees charged to users of the service and the value of all payments, goods
and services received by the contracting unit.
(g)
Unless otherwise specifically provided for by law, concessions shall be awarded
through either of the following means:
1. By informal quotations, when the total estimated value of the concession is
less than the bid threshold; or
2. By receipt of public bid or competitive contracting, when the total estimated
value of the concession exceeds the bid threshold or at any time at the option
of the governing body.
(h)
While contracting units that are boards of education are not required to use the
concession process for food and drink vending machines, the use of these provisions are
recommended to enhance the integrity of the procurement process. If a contracting unit
that is a board of education combines food and drink vending machines with concessions
in a single procurement, the procedures of this section shall apply for the entire
procurement.
5:34-9.5

Miscellaneous circumstances

(a)
When a single contract for the collection of solid waste includes both municipal
solid waste, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15(3), and collection from facilities owned by a
contracting unit, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11- 15(38), the contract may be granted for a
term of not more than five years.
(b)
When contracts for goods or services are less than 15 percent of the bid threshold,
the purchasing agent shall employ sound business practices in awarding the contract. For
the purpose of this subsection, sound business practice means employing such judgment
that the price charged to the contracting unit reflects current market conditions and the
quantity and delivery needs of the contracting unit.
(c)
When a notice of award for professional services, competitive contracting, and
extraordinary unspecifiable services is required to be published in the official newspaper
of the contracting unit, such a notice shall be published no later than 20 calendar days
after the passage of the resolution awarding the contract.
(d)
Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-4b(1) and 18A:18A-4b(1) with regard to the use of
mediation to reach a finding of prior negative experience, if the mediation activity
included a requirement of confidentiality and if no final determination of responsibility
was reached, such mediation activity shall not be considered as a cause for a finding of
prior negative experience, unless stipulation was made to the contrary.
(e)
In a contracting unit subject to the Public School Contracts Law, a purchasing
agent may appoint a "duly authorized designee" to act on behalf of and be responsible to
the purchasing agent for such actions as related to purchasing. The purchasing agent shall
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recommend such designee to the Board of Education for their consideration and approval.
The designee cannot act on behalf of the purchasing agent until Board approval is
received. Under these circumstances, the purchasing agent shall continue to hold the
authority, responsibility and accountability for the purchasing activity of the contracting
unit. The use of this provision does not permit a "duly authorized designee" to exercise
the authority of a qualified purchasing agent.
5:34-9.6

Purchasing at 10 percent less than a State cooperative contract price

(a)
A contracting unit that procures materials, supplies or equipment for at least 10
percent less than the State cooperative contract price, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(4) or
18A:18A-5(e), shall submit the following documentation to the Director within five
working days of the award of any such contract:
1. A copy of the purchase order;
2. A copy of the requisition or request for purchase order (if applicable);
3. The written certification of its purchasing agent stating that the purchase price
of the materials, supplies or equipment is at least 10 percent less than the State
contract price;
4. Documentation verifying that the materials, supplies or equipment purchased
by the contracting unit are identical to the materials, supplies or equipment on
State contract;
5. A copy of each request for quotation issued by the purchasing agent;
6. Copies of each of the three quotations received by the purchasing agent,
which shall include the vendor's name, address, identification of items offered,
prices quoted, and the percent discount (if applicable); and
7. A copy of the adopted resolution, approving or awarding the contract for the
purchase of materials, supplies or equipment, approved by two-thirds
affirmative vote of the full membership of the governing body or, in the case
of boards of education, a copy of the motion made approving or awarding the
contract for the purchase of materials, supplies or equipment, carried and
recorded in the written minutes of the meeting.
(b)
All purchase orders or contract documents shall include the identifier "N.J.A.C.
5:34-9.6" and the State contract number in order to validate the legal basis under which
the purchase was made, and to assist in the conduct of audits and other reviews for
statutory compliance.
(c)
The Division has provided an optional submission checklist in chapter Appendix
B, "Purchasing At 10 Percent Less Than The State Cooperative Contract Price N.J.S.A.
40A:11-5(4) and N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-5(e)." The checklist is intended to help contracting
units comply with the provisions of this section. The checklist is available in the public
contracts law section of the Division's website www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs.
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5:34-9.7

Use of the General Services Administration's Federal Supply
Schedules

(a)
A contracting unit statutorily subject to the Local Public Contracts Law, N.J.S.A.
40A:11-1 et seq., or the Public School Contracts Law, N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-1 et seq., that
procures reprographic equipment or services, including digital copiers, listed in any of the
Special Item Numbers of the Federal Supply Schedule 36, Part IV, or update thereto,
shall, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-12(b) or 18A:18A-10(b), submit the following
documentation to the Director of the Division of Local Government Services within five
working days of the award of any such contract:
1. A copy of the purchase order;
2. A copy of the requisition or request for purchase order (if applicable);
3. Documentation verifying the price and description of the reprographic
equipment or services, including digital copiers, under the Federal Supply
Schedules;
4. Written certification of the contracting unit's purchasing agent verifying that
the price of the reprographic equipment or services, including digital copiers,
is no greater than the State contract price or, in the alternative, provide the
rationale justifying payment of the higher Federal Supply Schedule price;
5. A copy of the vendor's consent to the terms and conditions of the State
contract governing in the event of a conflict with the vendor's Federal
contract; and
6. A copy of the adopted resolution approving or awarding the contract for the
purchase of materials, supplies or equipment approved by the membership of
the governing body or, in the case of boards of education, copy of the motion,
approving or awarding the contract for the purchase of materials, supplies or
equipment made, carried and recorded in the written minutes of the meeting.
(b)
All purchase orders or contract documents shall include the identifier "N.J.A.C.
5:34-9.7" and if available, the State contract number issued by the Division of Purchase
and Property in order to validate the legal basis under which the purchase was made, and
to assist in the conduct of audits and other reviews for statutory compliance.
(c)
Contracting units statutorily authorized to contract under the Local Public
Contracts Law, N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq. or the Public School Contracts Law, N.J.S.A.
18A:18A-1 et seq. and procuring goods or services listed in any Special Item Numbers of
the Federal Supply Schedule 36, Part IV, or update thereto, shall comply with
administrative rule promulgated by the Department of the Treasury Purchase Bureau at
N.J.A.C. 17:12-1A.5, Use of Federal Supply Schedules.
(d)
The Division has provided an optional submission checklist in chapter Appendix
C, "Use of the General Services Administration's Federal Supply Schedules N.J.S.A.
40A:11-12b and N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-10b." The checklist is intended to help contracting
units comply with the provisions of this section. The checklist is available in the public
contracts law section of the Division's website www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs.
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APPENDIX A
The examples that follow relate to N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3, which identifies practices that
should be used in instances where the initial estimates of goods or services needed during
the current contract year were anticipated to be less than the bid threshold, or had been
exempt from public bidding, but are later found to be incorrect. The rule sets forth
practices to follow in determining if the remaining amount should be publicly bid, or if
quotations should be solicited. The following situations repeat each rule and provide an
interpretative model.
In the following situations, the remaining amount (as previously defined) means: the
value of similar goods and services that are needed for the remainder of the current
contract year, plus the value of similar goods and services needed in the subsequent
contract year.
SITUATION 1
N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(c): If the remaining amount exceeds the bid threshold, public
bidding should take place as soon as possible.
Example: Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $17,500 and is on a
calendar year budget cycle. To date they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link
fence through solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director advises the
purchasing agent that one field and a parking area were excluded from the initial
solicitation and that an additional $10,000 worth of chain link fence needs to be
purchased for the remainder of the year. The Recreation Director further advises that an
additional $21,000 worth of chain link fence is required for anticipated projects in the
next year.
Solution: The purchasing agent or contracting agent would have to immediately initiate
public bidding procedures to procure the remaining chain link fence, because the
additional need this year, plus the need next year, exceeds the bid threshold.
SITUATION 2
N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(d): If the remaining amount is between 15 percent and 100
percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, and the contracting unit has
previously designated an elected official to determine whether public bidding or the
solicitation of quotations is most advantageous to the contracting unit, then the
purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek authorization from the governing
body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount.
Example: The following example relates to situations where similar goods or services
will not be required in the subsequent contract year, and the contracting agent or
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purchasing agent has the option to either publicly bid the remaining amount, or seek
authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations.
Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $17,500 and is on a calendar year
budget cycle. To date they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link fence through
solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director informs the purchasing
agent or contracting agent that one field was excluded from the initial solicitation,
resulting in an additional current year purchase of $10,000. The Recreation Director
further advises that no purchases of chain link fence are required for the subsequent year.
Solution: The purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek authorization from the
governing body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount
because it is between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold.
SITUATION 3
N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(d): If the remaining amount is between 15 percent and 100
percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold, and the contracting unit has
previously designated an elected official to determine whether public bidding or the
solicitation of quotations is most advantageous to the contracting unit, then the
purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek authorization from the governing
body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid the remaining amount.
Example: The following example relates to situations where the remaining amount
equals the value of similar goods or services to be purchased for the current contract year
plus the value of similar goods or services for the subsequent contract year and is equal to
between 15 percent and 100 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold.
Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $17,500 and is on a calendar year
budget. To date, they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link fence through
solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director informs the purchasing
agent or contracting agent that one field was excluded from the initial solicitation
resulting in an additional need for $5,000 worth of chain link fence for the remainder of
the current contract year. The Recreation Director advises further that $10,000 worth of
additional chain link fence needs to be purchased during the subsequent year. The
additional $15,000 of new chain link fence ($5,000 for the remainder of the current
contract year, and $10,000 for the subsequent contract year) is less than the bid threshold
of $17,500.
Solution: Since the remaining amount is between 15 percent and 100 percent of the
contracting unit's bid threshold, the purchasing agent or contracting agent may seek
authorization from the governing body or its designee to solicit quotations or publicly bid
the remaining amount.
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SITUATION 4
N.J.A.C. 5:34-8.3(e): If the remaining amount is less than 15 percent of the
contracting unit's bid threshold, the contracting agent or purchasing agent is
authorized to solicit quotations for the purchase of the remaining amount.
Example: Assume that a contracting unit has a bid threshold of $17,500 and is on a
calendar year budget cycle. To date they have purchased $15,000 worth of chain link
fence through solicitation of quotations. In December, the Recreation Director informs
the purchasing agent or contracting agent that the engineer miscalculated the area, and
that an additional 40 linear feet of chain link fence needs to be purchased. The cost for
the additional chain link fence is $2,600.
Solution: The purchasing agent or contracting agent would be able to solicit quotations
for the remaining chain link fence, because $2,600 (the remaining amount of goods to be
purchased) is less than 15 percent of the contracting unit's bid threshold.
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Appendix B
N.J. DIVISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
Purchase At 10 Percent Less Than The State Cooperative Contract Price (N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(4) and
N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-5(e))
CONTRACTING UNIT'S NAME: _______________
ITEM PURCHASED: ______________________

COUNTY: _____________
DATE: ________________

The Local Public Contracts Law at N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(4) and the Public School Contracts Law at
N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-5(e) require information on this particular type of purchasing transaction(s) to be
filed with the Director of the Division of Local Government Services. The rule, N.J.A.C. 5:34-9.6,
codifies and supplements the requirements of the provisions of law. The rule requires documentation to
be submitted to the Director within five (5) working days of the award of any such contract. The
following documentation is submitted:
DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED WITH SUBMISSION
1

Copy of the purchase order with the reference N.J.A.C. 5:34-9.6
included

YES (

)

NO (

)

2

Copy of the requisition or request for purchase order (if applicable);

YES (

)

NO (

)

3

Written certification by the purchasing agent stating that the purchase
price of the materials, supplies or equipment is at least 10 percent less
than the State contract price.

YES (

)

NO (

)

4

Documentation verifying that the materials, supplies or equipment
purchased by the contracting unit are identical to the materials,
supplies or equipment on State contract.

YES (

)

NO (

)

5

Copy of each request for quotation issued by the purchasing agent;
and,

YES (

)

NO (

)

6

Copy of each of the three (3) quotations received by the purchasing
agent, which shall include the vendor's name and address and
identification of items offered, prices quoted, and percent discount (if
applicable);and,

YES (

)

NO (

)

7

Copy of the adopted resolution approved by two-thirds affirmative
vote of the full membership of the governing body or ,in the case of
boards of education, copy of the motion made, carried and recorded in
the written minutes of the meeting.

YES (

)

NO (

)

(Over)
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OTHER COMMENTS:

Please use a separate sheet of paper and attach to Checklist.

FORM SUBMITTED BY:
____________________________________________________________
(Please Print Name)

(Title)

____________________________________________________________
(Telephone or E-mail)
(Date)

Please return this form with all the required documentation to the Bureau of Local Management
Services at the Division of Local Government Services, at PO Box 803, Trenton, NJ 086250803.
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Appendix C
N.J. DIVISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES SUBMISSION CHECKLIST
Use Of The General Services Administration's Federal Supply Schedules
(N.J.S.A. 40A:11-12b and N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-10b)
CONTRACTING UNIT'S NAME: __________________ COUNTY: ______________
ITEM PURCHASED: __________________________

DATE: _________________

The Local Public Contracts Law at N.J.S.A. 40A:11-12b and the Public School Contracts Law at
N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-10b require information on this particular type of purchasing transaction(s) to be filed
with the Director of the Division of Local Government Services. The rule, N.J.A.C. 5:34-9.7, codifies
and supplements the requirements of the provisions of law. The rule requires documentation to be
submitted to the Director within five (5) working days of the award of any such contract for
reprographic equipment or services, including digital copiers, listed in any of the Special Item Numbers
of the Federal Supply Schedule 36, Part IV, or update thereto. The following documentation is
submitted:
DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED WITH SUBMISSION
1

Copy of the purchase order with the reference N.J.A.C. 5:34-9.7 included;

YES ( )

NO ( )

2

Copy of the requisition or request for purchase order (if applicable);

YES ( )

NO ( )

3

Documentation verifying the price and description of the reprographic
equipment or services, including digital copiers, under the Federal Supply
Schedules;

YES ( )

NO ( )

4

Written certification of the contracting unit's purchasing agent verifying
that the price of the reprographic equipment or services, including digital
copiers, is no greater than the State contract price or, in the alternative,
provide the rationale justifying payment of the higher Federal Supply
Schedule price;

YES ( )

NO ( )

5. A copy of the vendor's consent to the terms and conditions of the State
contract governing in the event of a conflict with the vendor's Federal
contract; and,

YES ( )

NO ( )

6

YES ( )

NO ( )

Copy of the adopted resolution approved by the membership of the
governing body or, in the case of boards of education, copy of the motion
made, carried and recorded in the written minutes of the meeting.
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(Over)
OTHER COMMENTS:

Please use a separate sheet of paper and attach to Checklist.

FORM SUBMITTED BY:
________________________________________ ____________________
(Please Print Name)
(Title)
________________________________________ ____________________
(Telephone or E-mail)
(Date)

Please return this form with all the required documentation to the Bureau of Local Management
Services at the Division of Local Government Services, at PO Box 803, Trenton, NJ 086250803.
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LOCAL PUBLIC CONTRACTS LAW APPLICATION OF N.J.A.C. 5:30-5.1 ET
SEQ.
SUBCHAPTER 5. ENCUMBRANCE ACCOUNTING AND CERTIFICATIONS
OF AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS
5:30-5.1

General authority

(a)
This subchapter shall apply to all government agencies subject to the authority of
the Local Finance Board pursuant to the Local Budget Law (N.J.S.A. 40A:4-1 et seq.) or
the Local Authorities Fiscal Control Act (N.J.S.A. 40A:5A-1 et seq.). For the purpose of
this subchapter, such government agencies shall be referred to as local units.
(b)
Every governing body and chief executive officer shall take reasonable steps as
necessary so that all officials and employees responsible for the administration of public
contracts are aware of and are able to comply with the requirements of the law and these
rules.
5:30-5.2

Encumbrance systems

(a)
All local units except those subject to the Local Authorities Fiscal Control Act
(N.J.S.A. 40A:5A-1 et seq.) shall maintain an encumbrance accounting system for all
funds as follows:
1. The system shall be designed at a minimum to record charges to amounts
appropriated for "Other Expenses" in the same or greater level of detail as
"Other Expenses" are maintained in the adopted budget. This shall be done in
such a way to record charges against amounts appropriated at the time the
charges are authorized so that the funds allocated for such purposes are
reserved and cannot be used for other charges within that line item. Examples
of such authorization actions include the issuance of a purchase order or the
execution of a contract.
2. If the local unit budget uses a greater detail level through the use of object
accounts, transactions shall be encumbered at the object level detail.
3. Local units shall maintain internal controls that ensure that all purchases
charged to "Other Expense" or other non-salary line items shall be
sequentially numbered either through pre-printed multiple copy purchase
orders or a computerized system that produces appropriate purchasing internal
control.
(b)
The Director of the Division of Local Government Services shall make available
such technical documents as may be advisable to local units to provide further guidance
on encumbrance systems.
(c)
The provisions of this section codify and continue the provisions of Technical
Accounting Directive No. 1, issued in April of 1985 and effective January 1, 1986.
N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.
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5:30-5.3

General requirements

(a)
The chief financial officer of a local unit, appointed pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:9140.1 et seq. or N.J.S.A. 40A:9-28.1 et seq., shall be responsible for determining the
availability of sufficient funds for all contracts and amendments thereto. The delegation
of this duty by the chief financial officer does not relieve him or her of this responsibility.
(b)
The governing bodies of all other local units shall designate by resolution or
ordinance, as appropriate, an individual to serve as the certifying finance officer. The
certifying finance officer shall be responsible for determining the availability of sufficient
funds for all contracts and amendments thereto. The delegation of this duty by the
certifying finance officer does not relieve him or her of this responsibility.
(c)
If a purchase or the execution of a contract does not require, either by State law or
any State or local regulation, specific authorization by formal action of the governing
body, then the individual approving the contract or release of the purchase order shall
ascertain from the chief financial officer or certifying finance officer, as appropriate, that
there are available sufficient uncommitted appropriations to provide for the payment. The
administrative official or employee shall be so authorized pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-3.
5:30-5.4

Procedure

(a)
The following procedure shall be utilized for the certification of funds when a
contract is to be awarded by the governing body of the local unit:
1. The chief financial officer or certifying finance officer, as appropriate,
charged with the responsibility of maintaining the financial records of the
contracting unit shall certify in writing to the governing body the availability
or lack thereof of adequate funds for each contract which is pending approval
by the governing body. Said certification shall designate specifically the line
item appropriation(s) of the official budget to which the contract will be
properly charged, ensuring that the same funds shall not be certified as
available for more than one pending contract. Said officer shall be solely
responsible for the accuracy of the certification.
2.

No resolution authorizing the entering into of any contract pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-1 et seq. or any other law for the expenditure of public funds
to a vendor shall be enacted unless it shall recite that such a certificate
showing availability of funds has been provided. The resolution shall specify
the exact line item appropriation(s) or ordinance which shall be charged.

3. The certification of availability of funds shall be attached to the original copy
of the resolution or ordinance and kept in the files of the municipal clerk,
clerk of the board of chosen freeholders or secretary to the governing body.
4. Before a governing body approves a resolution or ordinance authorizing the
entering into of a contract, the local unit's attorney shall be satisfied that a
certificate of availability of funds has been provided.
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5. A local unit's governing body shall not enter into or execute a contract unless
it has been presented with a written certification from its chief financial
officer or certifying finance officer, as appropriate, stating the availability of
sufficient funds for the contract(s) pending approval by the governing body.
6. When a contract is issued as a purchase order or amendment thereto, the
certification of availability of funds shall be executed through the budgetary
accounting encumbrance process.
(b)
When a contract is awarded and a resolution of the governing body is not
required, the availability of funds shall be certified by the chief financial officer or
certifying finance officer shall make an appropriate entry into the local unit's
encumbrance system pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:30-5.1 and 5.2 prior to the issuance of a
contract.
5:30-5.5

Methods of accounting for and certifying available funds for special
situations

(a)
Temporary budget: When a local unit is operating under a temporary budget, as
provided for in N.J.S.A. 40A:4-19, it may enter into a contract for a period extending
beyond the time period funded in the temporary budget, subject to the following:
1. The full cost of the contract for that fiscal year shall be certified against the
temporary budget, which must contain sufficient appropriations therefor; or
2. If the full cost of that year is not charged against the temporary budget, at least
the prorated amount reflecting all liability to be incurred during the temporary
budget period must be charged and certified, and the contract must contain a
clause making its continuation past such date subject to the appropriation of
sufficient funds. Immediately after the final budget adoption, a certificate of
available funds shall be prepared for the remaining balance and filed with the
original ordinance or resolution.
(b)
Open end contracts: When a contract provides for certain goods or services to be
provided upon request, up to an established maximum, and the local unit is not obligated
to order, accept or pay for said goods or services except when it orders them, then the
certification of available funds shall be as follows:
1. The full maximum amount covered by the contract shall be charged against
the budget at the time the contract is awarded, and the full amount shall be
certified; or
2. No amount shall be chargeable or certified until such time as goods or
services are ordered or otherwise called for. Prior to incurring the liability by
placing the order, the certification of available funds shall be made by the
chief financial officer or certifying finance officer, as appropriate, and
attached to the file copy of the purchase order or other such document. It shall
be the responsibility of the official responsible for issuing the purchase order
to notify and seek the certification of availability of funds from the chief
financial officer or certifying finance officer, as appropriate.
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(c)
Contracts up to 12 months not coinciding with fiscal year: When a contract is
awarded for a period of up to 12 months not coinciding with the established fiscal year of
the local unit, the following methods shall be followed for purposes of accounting and
providing the certification of available funds.
1. If the contract is for a professional service or is essentially a single
undertaking or project with one basic work project required (such as, but not
limited to, contracts for revaluation, codification, management studies and
feasibility surveys), rather than being divisible into separate steps or actions
which in themselves are independently acceptable as complete work products,
then the full cost of the contract shall be chargeable to and certified against the
budget or appropriation of the year in which the contract is awarded. This
method may also, at local option, be followed for contracts described in (c)2
below.
2. If the contract is not of the character described in (c)1 above, and provides for
goods or services to be provided at separate intervals over the contract period,
then the amounts for which liability is to be incurred shall be charged and
certified to the two respective years' appropriations at the times, as
appropriate, of the contract being awarded (with respect to the amount from
the first fiscal year); the adoption of the temporary budget and the adoption of
the final budget (for the remainder of the contract for the second fiscal year).
(d)

Multi-year contract requirements are as follows:
1. Contracts entered into pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15 for periods in
excess of 12 months shall be charged and certified as follows:
i.

For construction and related services authorized by N.J.S.A.
40A:11- 15(9), to the budget or appropriation in full at the time
of contract award;

ii.

For other contracts, to the respective budgets in accordance with
the time(s) at which the respective work or services are
performed or liability for payment otherwise incurred, and
subject to such requirements of this section as might apply with
respect to temporary budgets, open-end contracts or contracts not
commencing at the beginning of the fiscal year.

2. All multi-year leases and contracts except contracts specifically exempted
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15 shall contain a clause making them
subject to the availability and appropriation annually of sufficient funds as
may be required to meet the extended obligation or contain an annual
cancellation clause.
(e)
Advance award of contracts: No contract shall be awarded in one fiscal year if the
date on which it properly takes effect falls in the next fiscal year unless the contract
includes a provision making it subject to the availability and appropriation of sufficient
funds in the year in which it takes effect.
(f)

Payment from proceeds shall be as follows:
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1. Under the circumstances when a contractual liability may be lawfully incurred
and a payment may lawfully be made without an appropriation, such as for
professional services for liquidation or foreclosure of tax title liens as
provided by N.J.S.A. 40:50-6, the certification of available funds should recite
that fact and cite the statute.
2. Contracts for services to be paid from savings generated by or from State or
Federal aid funds not yet received and appropriated are not permitted unless
an appropriation is made prior to the time the expenditure of funds is
authorized.
5:30-5.6

Accounting for governmental fixed assets

(a)
All local units shall have and maintain a fixed assets accounting and reporting
system that:
1. Establishes and maintains a physical inventory of fixed assets of
nonexpendable, tangible property as defined and limited by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-87, Cost Principals for State, Local and
Indian Governments, incorporated herein by reference, as amended by
62FR45934 (August 29, 1997(, and published at
www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a087/a087-all.html. A local unit may
establish a capitalization level less than but not in excess of the threshold in
Circular A-87, except that the useful life of such property is at least five years;
2. Places a value on all fixed assets whether constructed or acquired through
purchase, grant, or gift. Fixed assets acquired after December 31, 1985 shall
be valued on the basis of actual cost; prior to that time, they may be valued at
cost or estimated historical cost, the basis of which shall be disclosed in the
local unit’s annual financial statement;
3. Has a subsidiary ledger, consisting of detailed property records for controlling
additions, retirements and transfers of fixed assets. Such ledger shall be
maintained and reconciled periodically and at the end of every fiscal year with
the general ledger control accounts for fixed assets;
4. Provides property management standards for fixed assets that ensures that:
i. Property records are maintained accurately, to reflect a description and
source of the property, its ownership, the acquisition cost and date, the
percentage of Federal participation in the acquisition, and the location,
use, and condition of the property.
ii. Property owned by the Federal government is marked as such.
iii. Periodic physical inventories are taken and reconciled with property
records, with any differences being investigated to reflect the cause of
difference;
iv. Provides a control system with adequate safeguards against loss,
damage, or theft of property, and full investigation and documentation of
any losses; and
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v. Property is adequately maintained to keep the property in good
condition; and
5. Provide a Statement of General Fixed Assets in every annual audit report.
(b)
The provisions of this section codify and continue the provisions of Technical
Advisory Directive No. 2, issued in April of 1985 and effective January 1, 1986, and as
amended by Local Finance Notice CFO 96-13.
5:30-5.7

General ledger accounting systems

(a)
All local units shall have and maintain a general ledger for at least the current
fund. Nothing shall prohibit a local unit from maintaining a general ledger for other
funds.
(b)
The general ledger shall be the official permanent financial record of the local
unit. It shall provide a summary of all financial transactions as they have been recorded
in the books of original entry, using a double entry, self-balancing accounting system
with the general ledger facilitating the preparation of the financial statements. The
general ledger, together with the books of original entry and supporting subsidiary
ledgers shall constitute the complete accounting system.
(c)
The provisions of this section codify and continue the provisions of Technical
Advisory Directive No. 3, issued in April of 1985 and effective January 1, 1986.
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LOCAL PUBLIC CONTRACTS LAW APPLICATION OF N.J.A.C. 5:30-11.1 ET
SEQ.
SUBCHAPTER 11.
5:30-11.1

CHANGE ORDERS AND OPEN-END CONTRACTS

Application, compliance and penalties

(a)
Unless specifically stated to the contrary, the rules in this subchapter apply to all
local government agencies that are encompassed by the definition of contracting unit in
N.J.S.A. 40A:11-2(1) by whatever name called, and referred to in this subchapter as
contracting units.
(b)
Every governing body and chief executive officer shall take all steps necessary so
that all officials and employees shall be aware of and comply with the requirements of
these rules.
5:30-11.2

Definitions

The following words and terms, as used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
"Change order" means a properly prepared document authorized by the governing body
which directs and authorizes a vendor providing goods or performing services to a
contracting unit pursuant to a contract awarded by governing body resolution to change
the quantity or character of goods provided or services performed from that originally
specified or estimated and to correspondingly change the payment due therefore.
"Chief executive officer" means the elected or appointed individual with the highest level
of administrative authority of the contracting unit. In the case of a municipality, this may
refer to the mayor as appropriate to the form of government; in the case of a county, the
director of a board of chosen freeholders, county executive, or county manager as
appropriate to the form of government; in the case of an authority, the chair of the
authority; and, in the case of a fire district, the president or other presiding officer of the
board of fire commissioners.
"Open-end contracts" means those contracts for which price bids were solicited on a unit
basis because exact quantities needed were not known at the time bids were sought. Such
contracts, when advertised and awarded, must include a minimum and a maximum
number of units that can be ordered for each item under the contract. Zero is an
acceptable minimum. Orders placed under such open-end contracts shall not be
considered as change orders for purposes of this section, but shall be subject to the
requirements specified in N.J.A.C. 5:30-11.10. Examples include, but are not limited to,
blacktopping and office supplies such as stationery.
5:30-11.3

General requirements for all change orders
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(a)
No changes in quantities, work performed, services rendered, materials, supplies
or equipment delivered or provided shall be authorized, permitted or accepted except by
the procedures established herein. All change orders unless otherwise stated in this
subchapter shall be subject to the following:
1. Each change order shall be in writing and shall be numbered consecutively
(beginning with number one) and attached to the original purchase order or
contract for each project.
2. Change orders which result in payment reduction below the originally
contracted price may be made by locally established procedure, provided that
any change orders increasing cost on the same contract shall include reference
to such reductions.
3. Quantities of items or work shall not be changed in such a manner as to
nullify the effect of the competitive determination of lowest responsible
bidder which was made at the time of contract award, if at said time the
changes could have been reasonably foreseen.
4. Responsibility required by these rules to be exercised specifically by the
governing body, including authorization of change orders, shall not be
delegated except for minor field (site) modifications pursuant to N.J.A.C.
5:30-11.4.
5. Change orders may be executed by the representative appointed by the
governing body but the responsibility for the authorization of change orders
shall not be delegated by the governing body except for minor field (site)
modifications pursuant to N.J.A.C. 5:30-11.4.
6. Change orders shall be used to change the number of units or items originally
advertised and contracted for, provided that:
i.

Unit prices or a price methodology were sought in the original
specifications and included in the contract;

ii.

The original specification and the contract included a provision
that the unit prices could be so used; and

iii.

If (a)6i and ii above were not contained in the original
specification, a change order shall not be issued.

7. Change orders shall not be used to substantially change the quality or
character of the items or work to be provided, inasmuch as such would have
been a determining factor in the original bidding.
8. Change orders shall not serve the purpose of escalation clauses and, therefore,
shall not be utilized to effectuate upward price adjustments.
9. Total number of change orders executed for a particular contract shall not
cause the originally awarded contract price to be exceeded by more than 20
percent unless otherwise authorized by these rules.
10. If proposed change orders do exceed the 20 percent limitation of (a)9 above,
no work shall be performed or purchases made until the procedures of
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N.J.A.C. 5:30-11.9 have been completed. If the governing body determines
issuance of the change order is not justifiable, a new contract shall be
executed in accordance with the Local Public Contracts Law.
11. Before authorizing any change orders resulting in additional expenditures, the
availability of funds shall be certified in writing by the chief financial officer
or certifying finance officer, as appropriate.
12. The 20 percent limitation of (a)9 above shall not apply to emergency
situations as defined within N.J.S.A. 40A:11-6.
13. Change order authorizations shall not be withheld until the completion of the
entire project.
5:30-11.4

Procedures for minor field (site) modifications

The governing body shall be required to authorize all change orders, except that minor
field (site) modifications (for example, additional fill stone needed, modifications of
footings, additional rock blasting) may be authorized, provided that they do not affect the
overall scope of work of the contract, by the designated representative of the governing
body. These change orders shall result only in minor price increases to the originally
awarded contract price.
5:30-11.5
(a)

General procedures for change orders

The governing body approval process for change orders shall be as follows:
1. The chief executive officer of the contracting unit or his or her designee shall
file with the governing body a request for the change order, stating the facts
involved and indicating that the proposed change order may be allowed under
these rules. If the request and justification are prepared by other than an
official of the contracting unit, they must be countersigned by the chief
executive officer or his or her designee.
2. The governing body shall take such steps as it may find appropriate to assure
that a change is necessary and that the work will be completed.
3. The governing body shall then pass a resolution authorizing a written
amendment to a contract covering the change(s) to be made. The exact form
of this amendatory contract shall be at the discretion of the contracting unit
attorney.
4. The resolution described in (a)3 above shall be passed before execution of the
change order. No work shall be performed or purchases made on the involved
phase of the contract until the resolution is passed.
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5:30-11.6

Change orders for professional services and extraordinary
unspecifiable services

(a)
This section shall apply only to change orders for professional and extraordinary,
unspecifiable services contracts.
(b)
In case of conflict with the general requirements of N.J.A.C. 5:30- 11.3, the
specific language of this section shall prevail but, otherwise, the requirements of N.J.A.C.
5:30-11.3 shall be satisfied.
(c)
Changes should be within the scope of activities of the original contract, and not
for the purpose of undertaking new or different work or projects. Changes in payments
for activities within the scope of activities of the contract shall be in accordance with a
schedule of specific charges or rates contained in the contract and shall be effectuated by
a written change order authorized by the governing body. If such a schedule is not
included in the contract, the contract should be amended to provide for same.
(d)
The 20 percent limitation of N.J.A.C. 5:30-11.3(a)9 shall not apply to professional
and consultant contracts.
(e)
If the change is not within the scope of activities of the original contract and the
contract was awarded without competitive bidding being required by law or rule, as is the
case for professional services and certain authorized extraordinary unspecifiable services
in accordance with N.J.S.A. 40A:11-5(1)(a)(i), any change beyond the original scope of
activities shall be made by amendatory contract approved by the governing body.
5:30-11.7

Change orders for materials, supplies and equipment which are part
of construction contract

(a)
The requirements of this section shall apply only to change orders for materials,
supplies and equipment which are part of construction contracts.
(b)
In case of conflict with the general requirements of N.J.A.C. 5:30- 11.3, the
specific language of this section shall prevail but, otherwise, the requirements of N.J.A.C.
5:30-11.3 shall be satisfied.
(c)
Change orders for materials, supplies and equipment items which are part of a
contract which is primarily a construction contract shall be processed in accordance with
the rules governing construction contracts. Contracts awarded on a unit price basis
(including, but not limited to, asphalt overlays, curbing) as an open-end contract shall be
handled under the section dealing with open-end contracts. However, contracts awarded
for the paving, construction or reconstruction of specifically described streets, parking
lots, or sections shall be treated as construction contracts.
5:30-11.8

Change orders for construction, reconstruction and major repair
contracts

(a)
The requirements of this section shall apply only to the particular type of contract
in question.
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(b)
In case of conflict with the general requirements of N.J.A.C. 5:30- 11.3, the
specific language of this section shall prevail but, otherwise, the requirements of N.J.A.C.
5:30-11.3 shall be satisfied.
(c)
Change orders for construction, reconstruction and major repair contracts shall be
limited to the following types:
1. Unforeseeable problems, which are defined as conditions or circumstances
that could not be foreseen at the time the specifications were written and
the contract awarded; provided that a substantial amount of the
construction would be delayed, which would result in substantial increases
in costs above the original contract amount or substantial inconvenience to
the public if bidding were to be required; and
2. Minor modifications to effect economies, improve service or resolve
minor problems with affected property owners.
(d)
Change orders for construction, reconstruction and major repair contracts shall
not be made for the following:
1. Changes that materially expand upon the size, nature or scope of the
project as it was originally described in the bid specifications; or
2. Extra work that could reasonably be effectuated by a separately bid
contract without unduly disrupting the basic work or imposing adverse
cost consequences.
5:30-11.9

Procedures for change orders which exceed 20 percent limitation

(a)
General provisions regarding the procedures for change orders which exceed the
20 percent limitation are as follows:
1. The procedures in this section shall only be followed when a particular change
order on any type of contract, except professional and extraordinary
unspecifiable service contracts, will cause the total amount of change orders
executed for the particular contract to exceed the originally awarded contract
price by more than 20 percent. The purpose of the procedures is to allow for
such a change only in limited instances. Such a change shall not be permitted
when the factual circumstances make it reasonably possible to execute a new
contract for the additional work. Such a change may be allowed, for example,
when an unforeseen circumstance or differing site condition is combined with
a situation which renders execution of a new contract an unreasonable
interference with the efficient completion of the work.
2. Generally such change orders are not justifiable and the ready issuance of
them by contracting units would constitute an abuse of these rules.
(b)
A written certification justifying the performance of the work or the furnishing of
the services which would necessitate issuance of such a change order shall be filed by the
contractor with the chief executive officer or designee. This certification shall include an
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explanation of the factual circumstances which necessitate issuance of the change order; a
statement indicating why these circumstances could not have been foreseen; a statement
indicating why issuance of the change order would be in the best interests of the
contracting unit and would not constitute an abuse of these rules; and, if the nature of the
change order is technical, the certification shall include a certified statement from the
contractor's appropriate expert, such as an engineer or architect. This statement shall
explain in detail the factual circumstances which necessitate issuance of the proposed
change order. A rewrite or paraphrase of the rules in this subchapter is not acceptable.
(c)
The governing body approval process for change orders which exceed the 20
percent limitation is as follows:
1. The chief executive officer or his or her designee shall file a request for the
change order with the governing body. This request shall include a statement
indicating why the proposed change may be allowed under this subchapter. A
copy of the certification required under (b) above must also be attached to the
request.
2. If the certification required pursuant to (b) above includes a certified
statement from an engineer or other expert as required by (b) above, the
request to the governing body shall also include a statement from the
contracting unit's engineer or an official or employee with the appropriate
expertise. This statement shall explain in detail the factual circumstances
which justify issuance of the proposed change order. A rewrite or paraphrase
of the rules in this subchapter is not acceptable.
3. The governing body shall take appropriate steps to assure that the change
order is proper and allowable under this subchapter.
4. The governing body shall then pass a resolution authorizing a written
amendatory contract to be entered into covering the change(s) to be made. The
exact form of this amendatory contract shall be at the discretion of the
contracting unit attorney.
5. The resolution described in (c)4 above shall be passed before execution of the
change order.
6. The governing body shall cause to be printed once, in an official newspaper, a
brief notice indicating the additional amount to be expended, the original
contract price, the nature of the original and additional work and why it is
necessary to expend the additional funds. A copy of the advertisement shall
also be filed with the clerk or secretary of the governing body and be available
for inspection by the public.
(d)
The clerk or secretary of the governing body of each contracting unit shall report
to the Director on an appendix to the contracting unit's annual budget all change orders
from the previous fiscal year which exceeded the 20 percent limitation. This report shall
be made on a form provided by the Director. A summary of the report shall be included
as supplemental material in the annual audit of the contracting unit.
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5:30-11.10

Open-end contracts

(a)
The issuance of purchase orders pursuant to an open-end contract shall be
considered to be the carrying out of the contract and not a change order. The following
requirements shall apply:
1. Purchase orders under open-end contracts shall not be used for purposes such
as changing the quality or character of items to be provided, nor to exceed the
maximum number(s) of items or units provided for in the original
specifications and contract. Such changes would constitute a change order.
2. Each time a purchase order is placed, the contracting agent shall ensure that
funds are available for the purchase through either an encumbrance or
certification of availability of funds.
3. Purchase orders shall be placed by the contracting agent, subject to such
controls or approval requirements as the governing body, chief executive or
other administrative officer may lawfully impose.
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